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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT

ጱෲࠨٖؿi

Dear Shareholders,

̯Ɂᔑˤٲԑผಳеըࠖສพٖͫτࠉ
ʔ̇ࠖສพֶ̯ʔ̇࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂ؿɻ౨พᐜe

On behalf of the board of director (the “Board”), I am pleased
to present the interim results of Beijing Capital Land Ltd.
(“Beijing Capital Land” or the “Company”) for the six months
ended 30th June 2003.

ɀཌྷཌྷɍαɐ˸αcྦྷࠖສพϤӰc෮ຮร
ࠇݯɣeΑᚋ౨ʑcࠖສพι˲ࠗכಋɐ
̟cၤਝ༅̯̟અ߷cݯඑ྆ٽؿႩೕࢄ
͓ۺҡᖇ՞ؿೕࢄਥᓣe

In the first half of 2003, Beijing Capital Land embarked on a
new milestone in its corporate development. During the period
under review, Beijing Capital Land was successfully listed in
Hong Kong and tapped into the international capital market,
laying solid foundation for its long-term development.

ɐ̟ؿ෮ຮcɺЎΕכՅҡ˨ӷؿলɈઐ৽
ࠖສพʥԯڃᙔʔ̇ʥͳઁԹྡྷ̯එ
྆ؿೕࢄcҡࣂᜑ҈ࠨʵɃਝكΊָؿ
Δଐҙ༅ʔ̇GIC Real Estate Pte. Ltd.ݯ೪
ֲٖcΕኬ༦ೡɻᜑ҈ࠨАˮȿͲࠍؿϬ
҈ొʠcΕ̯ሔɐᄈੜȿඑ྆ؿᏪ༜ሔॖdဳ
̡ˋ؝̟ᘏجɈcݯుో̰ԞɻਝָΔଐ
̟ؿਆዀАˮȿ˨ӷؿๅௐe

Listing not only equipped Beijing Capital Land and its
subsidiaries and jointly controlled entities (the “Group”) with
more sufficient capit al resources for accelerating its
development but also introduced the internationally acclaimed
property investment company, GIC Real Estate Pte. Ltd., as
our strategic shareholder. This has enhanced our corporate
value, strengthened the Group’s standards in management and
corporate governance as well as increased our competitiveness,
allowing it to embrace the abundant opportunities of the
property market in China.

ΕΑᚋ౨ʑcɻਝؿᏜᘗᙩᇠگೕࢄcኣɻ
ਝਝࡼ߮ѫณؿᅕϽᛷ͐cɻਝכɀཌྷཌྷ
ɍαɐ˸αؿਝʑ́ଐᐢࠤ༖˾α౨ᄈٽ
8%cᄈ৽ٽɈรݯੜڰe౨ʑᐣಳՇԷڈڍ
ᚻcɻਝᏜɖ̋ՇԷᅗᄧᚊcԎΕ۹༦ڈ
˱ࣂ͓܃ɣ৽ɈcΕͲࠍೕࢄؿɣ༞ɐ
Ήࠔکཛe

During the period under review, the Chinese economy
continued to demonstrate burgeoning growth. According to the
statistics of the National Statistics Bureau of China, the gross
domestic product of China for the first half of 2003 grew by
8% on a year-on-year basis, demonstrating robust growth
potential. Despite the outbreak of Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome (“SARS”), the Chinese economy was only
temporarily affected. After the epidemic was brought under
control, the economy swiftly resumed its rapid growth trend.

Ͳଈྦྷɻਝؿיೕࢄᑭɾߗ㐱cࠖ˵ԕ
ҡܰɻ̨̜̔ͬɃɻਝ̟d͓ӷɻਝ̟ؿ
˚߬ኝ࣓ኣΔɾȹc༅ټၤɁɷသၙכϊc
̟ܛᙩೕࢄ࠭ͧૈؿௐeА˵ݯԕეͱؿ၃
ָΔଐೕࢄਆcࠖສพၤࣂ࠭൬cڭౘٴ
અɺܥؿኝc၇ൎᏜೕࢄၤ̟ᛰ৽ॵؿ
ฉͲɈک൬cͲੱҙɃۺஉณ˵ԕ̜ؿɣᅸݚ
ɾɻe҈ࠨ̳˱҄ඖ͌൬۹cొʠ༜Ꮺˋ̡c
ᘗᙩΐᎶָΔଐ̟ؿؗೕࢄcઐˮΈိሔؿ
ذพc˞ӷ۪ʸၤˀ࠭൬ؿұe

The opening up and economic development of China are
enviable to the world. Beijing, being the capital city, is the
gateway and one of the major strategic bases for domestic
and foreign enterprises to tap into the China market. It is where
capital and human resources are pooled together for the
sustainable development of the city. As a leading property
conglomerate in Beijing, the Group grows with the market and
is well-poised to embrace different challenges ahead. Keeping
abreast with the latest development of the economy and
changes in the market, we are committed to building a brandnew Beijing. We are speeding up the construction works of
various projects and raising our operational efficiency. In
accordance with the latest developments in the real estate
industry, we will launch different kinds of quality projects to
cater for the increasing demand of customers.

ɻਝɁ̵ႺϷࡄכ2003α6˂13ˀཕЗȿᗐכ
൬ȹү˱ੜָΔଐڌ൘พ৻ဳଉؿك
ณܧ
೪cଊɻਝ֚ܧஃᆲָΔଐ̟dԚ̟
ҡݯ৪τѵdԉᆲټጪࠓ፮ؿҺʶcྦྷڔכ
൬ɻਝָΔଐ̟ٽ౨ؿᖇց৪ೕࢄτٽႩ
ؿХऩcࠖສพ࣓ਥඐڴdኟτলྡྷܧɈ
ೕॶɈcցॶΕ৪τѵdສพڌʶɺᒾ˱
ੜ˵ؿԕ̟ɻΉکᖇүೕࢄe

The People’s Bank of China promulgated the “Notice on Further
Strengthening Management of Real Estate Credit ” (the “new
policy”) on 13th June 2003. We believe that this is the right
move of the central government to better regulate the
development of the real estate market and shows its true
commitment in minimizing financial risks. The Group believes
that the new policy can foster the long-term healthy growth of
the real estate market in China. Since Beijing Capital Land is
well-established, financially-sound and possesses property
development competence, we are set to grow steadily in the
healthy, regulated and promising property market in Beijing.
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˵ԕΕ2008αᐾፒෙ༜ผcੀ˱̟ےೕࢄ൬
ೡcਝࡼྡྷሚͲࠍۺஉɩمผ͌ؿᅟc˥̟
ྦྷכֈϾྊϾΩذพሔॖ߬ұၤˀ࠭
ᄈeɻਝ˱Ƀ˖ވൗୂמᓱcмʵ̔ਆ൬Ƀɻ
ਝҙ༅c˵ԕ̟Аݯɻਝࠖؿ̟ےcདࢿ˵
ԕ̟ؿᄘΥᅢʥਆ͂ذพ̟༞ؿұੀՇ৽
Ϥеᖇցؿᄈٽhϊ̔cෙ༜ผؿᐾϷɖ൬ȹ
ү˵לԕ̟ؿཌྷਕ̟༞ࣁ༝พcདࢿਆ͂
ذพৈ̟֙ؿ༞ɖੀΉΡeЂ፭ˀऩѧഁؿ
˞৻ר్ܘʥؿיɀʹָ̟cԚ҈ࠨ
ྦྷ˵ԕָؿΔଐ̟˨ڌʶe

Looking ahead, the hosting of the 2008 Olympic Games in
Beijing will help accelerate the urbanization of the city. As the
nation aims to build up a well-off society, the demand for quality
living environment and residential housing will gradually
increase. Further, China’s accession into the World Trade
Organization (“WTO”) will stimulate the inflow of foreign
investment in the nation. As the capital city, Beijing is well
poised to capture the growth in demand for both office and
commercial properties. In addition, the hosting of Olympic
Games will further spur the growth of retail industry and
tourism, which is expected to benefit the commercial property
and hotel industries. Coupled with the improvement of
mortgage services and opening up of the secondary property
market, we have full confidence in the future prospects of the
property market in Beijing.

̯එ྆ኟτ˨ӷؿɠΔௐcΔ͊Ͻ˵כԕ̟
ؿඡټΔݒc߇ቌ̴ʔ̇˵ԕࠖพඑ྆τ
ࠉʔ̇ࠖඑ྆Ε˵ԕਥᓣஉۺܪஉɻؿ
˚ɈΔϽc˱ɐ̯එ྆ၤ̟֚ܧ၇Ϥ৪ؿ
ᗐڝcࠖສพੀᘗᙩೕබc˞ਿพဳؿ
ଉඅ͢dೕɣێሔذพඖ͌ؿʥΛʏ
ʝذؿพୂc༦ੜɣѧௐؿᏪሻ၉༏ዟ
ऋؿᏪሻ೪cߎɈכιۺݯஉณ˵ԕ˚ؿ
ɈcιݯάָؿΔଐ၃༜Ꮺਆe

The Group possesses sufficient land bank for future
development, which is located in prime locations in Beijing.
Leveraging the leading position of its parent company, Capital
Group, in the infrastructure market in Beijing together with the
Group’s long-standing and well-established relationship with
the Beijing Municipal Government, Beijing Capital Land will
continue to ride on its strong competitive advantages. The
Group is also equipped with the expertise of its management
team, experience in the development of large-scale quality
property projects and a diversified property portfolio. Through
its unparalleled sales network and unique sales strategies, the
Group aims to play a key role in the building of a brand-new
Beijing and become the leading property conglomerate.

ိိСΡؿΐॖࠖສพ̯Ӹؿබcඑ
྆ྦྷכɎ˸αؿพᐜ༠ϭҡԙˋ̡Ԯௐੜɣؿ
ڌʶe၇፭ʄdʒ˂ͫᅢΧሻਕΑʠؿබc
එ྆ੀʹઅʹcઐˮΛϾΩʥਆพඖ͌c
ݯұੜڰdძࣟᖇүొʠdᘏجྊҡݯ৪
˵ؿԕָΔଐ̟ొԜሔؿԜᎶcዶรᒷ
ࢄ̟Ќτଅc༠ϭҡɣؿஃᅡe

The various favourable factors together with the competitive
advantages of Beijing Capital Land enable the Group to have
full confidence in its results performance for the second half
of the year. Riding on the rebound property sales in May and
June, the Group will continue to launch several residential and
commercial projects. Hence, it will provide quality property
supplies for the Beijing property market which shows strong
demands, steady rising prices and increasing competitiveness.
Through such strategies, we will proactively capture new
market share to grow continuously.

Аݯȹࡼɐ̟ʔ̇c̯එ͎྆ҁݯАྑЂd
ࡗɮ˞ʥ۪ʸɣؿძࠤcٖݯʥҙ༅
ّԞଉؿΑంc҈ࠨɖڌޚι˲֤כϊ
ؿᄤͨڌؿ؟cֺ˞҈ࠨੀͲɈܓΨ̯
එ྆؝ဳؿሔॖcၐܛঢ়ע۹cᜑΈވɁɡ
ʗԔ̯එ྆ؿᏪኝೕࢄི߮cӮᖬ̯එ
྆ᔔဨؿιeΕϊc̯ɁᔑˤࠖٲສพΉ
҈ࠨؿพ৻ྑЂd۪ʸdٖʥҙ༅ّͨڌؿ
ၤʻ͐ٲܛᑢcԎूᗙ҈ࠨᙙʹͳҡԙι
గe

As a listed company, the Group strives to maximize value for
its business partners, staff and customers, and to bring
promising returns to its shareholders and investors. We also
believe that success is built on mutual communication and trust.
As such, we will abide by the Group’s principles of maintaining
high standards of corporate governance and high transparency.
We are dedicated to sharing with all parties the Group’s
strategies and development plans and ultimately, the fruitful
achievements of the Group. On behalf of Beijing Capital Land,
I hereby express my gratitude to our business partners,
customers, shareholders and investors for their trust and
support and I sincerely wish that we will join hands to achieve
even better results in future.

ჳኮͮ
˚
ࠗಋcɀཌྷཌྷɍαɄ˂ɀɊʒˀ

Liu Xiaoguang
Chairman
Hong Kong, 26th August 2003
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ဳଉᄙদሃʥʗ
พ৻Αᚋ

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION & ANALYSIS

2003αɐ˸α̯එ྆፣ؿᏪพᔾݯɁ̵
ྫྷ804,456,000ʏc̯౨ʑᄘΥᅢЌᏪพᔾؿ
30%c˚߬ݯˮਕ˵ԕਝټጪɻʶʀജࡧ
ႺϷcϤϾΩذพЌᏪพᔾؿ70%c˳ܢு
ૉዌ൰cพّࡼ්ʥඈͮᗫౡe

In the first half of 2003, turnover of the Group was
RMB804,456,000. The sales revenue generated from office
properties contributed to approximately 30% of the total
sales revenue for the current period, which mainly comprised
of sales of the International Finance Center to Huaxia Bank.
The sales revenue generated from residential properties
contributed to approximately 70% of the total sales revenue,
which included sales of Sydney Coast, Entrepreneur Garden
and Sunny Scenic View.

ΕᗲࣟઁԹι̯Ɏc̯එ྆2003αɐ˸αɾ
ˉСଅ༠Է24.7%.

Through stringent cost controls, the gross profit margin of
the Group reached 24.7% for the first half of 2003.

̯එ྆כΑᚋ౨ංᏪึСݯɁ̵ྫྷ
200,182,000ʏcٖᎶЌึСݯɁ̵ྫྷ
80,458,000ʏeҰٖਥ̯ޔСݯɁ̵ྫྷ
0.071ʏe

During the period under review, the Group posted an
operating profit of RMB200,182,000 and a profit attributable
to shareholders of RMB80,458,000. Earnings per share was
RMB0.071.

ਕᅢιᐜ

Property Sales

2003αɐ˸αc̯එ྆ɰᖋؿᅢࠍࠍዶݯ
72,619̡ʿϝcϾΩЌ80%cᄘΥᅢЌ
20%e

During the first half of 2003, the Group entered into sales
agreement of properties amounting to a total GFA of 72,619
sq.m. of which 80% were residential properties and 20%
were office properties.

2003α۹ɐ˸αሻਕɾඖ͌

Projects Sold in the First Half of FY2003

BUSINESS REVIEW

ۺዾࠍዶ
̡ʿϝ
GFA
(sq.m.)

ذพ

Δᒨ

ᗘП

Property

Location

Type

ுૉዌ൰Bਂ
Sydney Coast Area B

ࣵਂϹɍ࿏
Xi’sanqi, Haidian District

ϾΩþਆ͂
Residential/Commercial

15, 515

พّࡼ්Aਂ
Entrepreneur Garden Area A

ࣵਂϹɀ࿏
Xi’erqi, Haidian District

ϾΩþਆ͂
Residential/Commercial

10, 776

ඈͮுᇘɣ෨
Sunshine Lotus

౩ඈਂᏉͮϹԈ
Shuguangxili, Chaoyang District

ϾΩþਆ͂
Residential/Commercial

9, 983

ඈͮᗫౡɀ౨
Sunny Scenic View Phase II

ϹਂےඡΫɣഷ
Huangsi Avenue, Xicheng District

ϾΩþਆ͂
Residential/Commercial

14, 874

˵ԕਝټጪɻʶ
International Finance Center

Ϲټਂےጪഷ
Finance Street, Xicheng District

၃
Composite

14, 180

ԯˢ
Others
ɩ߮
Sub-total
̳כੱؗɎc˵ԕϾΩؿሻਕঢ়ࢋ౨ݯҰ
α̒˂ϭɊ˂ɾංeʌαɐ˸ατᗐᄗғ
پՇڈᄧᚊcʵߎϾΩདਕᖬؿፒଉࣂං
τֺ֝႒cࣂcۺዾɮೡࡈҥࢿؿ༜ɖ
ՇԷSARSੱދᄧᚊϤ̰ॶʥࣂԷϽc˥ͫ

7, 291
72,619
Under normal circumstances, the peak season for the
residential property market in Beijing is from April to October.
However, in the first half of this year, the services of the
relevant authorities were affected during the outbreak of
SARS causing delay in the processing of pre-sale certificates
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ඖ͌ۺؿዾɮೡ൬۹Շڂc֝ፖԷɎ˸α
ਕcЎ̯එ྆ઐˮؿᅢᆚͅכϽສ൙
ذพሔॖ൙cԗಳՇԷ̟ুઇcԯɻඈ
ͮுᇘɣ෨Εʄ˂SARS౨ංᆚ̟܃Ϥ
ɐc˂గਕˮٶʒɊࡨcுૉዌ൰Εʄ˂
ؿሻਕᔾޅϭ൚༦֡˂̡ؿяˋ̡e

of residential properties. Meanwhile, the deliver y of
construction materials was also postponed due to the SARS
outbreak. As a result, the construction and pre-sale
schedules of some of the projects were delayed.
Nonetheless, because of the prime locations and quality of
the properties, the launch of Sunshine Lotus this May, which
was during the SARS period, still received overwhelming
success despite the sluggish market. Within a month, a total
of 60 units were sold. The sales volume of another residential
project, Sydney Coast, in May surpassed the average amount
in previous months.

ϭכᄘΥᅢʥਆพذพc̯ͅכඑ྆ɾ೪
ͱݯᔧց࿏ᘜൕࡼcɷೕذพeϤכΑᚋ
౨ංcՇԷڈᕶೕ౨ංਆพ৽ݠནᄧ
ᚊcԚɐ˸αؿᄘΥᅢؿሻਕੱྦྷޚؗठ
eЎΕʒ˂֛c̯එ྆ɰၤജࡧႺϷ༠ι
ˮਕԾցc˞ᐢˤძɁ̵ྫྷɀყɍ˷ຒʏ
ੀ˵ԕਝټጪɻʶԯɻ14,000̡ʿϝؿ
ᅢࠍࠍዶਕʀϷАᏪพᜨɾ͂e

As for office and commercial properties, it is the Group’s
strategy to secure flagship buyers before commencing the
development of the projects. During the period under review,
the SARS outbreak caused a disruption in normal commercial
activities leading to the weak sales of office properties in
the first half of the year. At the end of June, the Group
entered into a sales agreement with Huaxia Bank for office
space in the International Finance Center with a GFA of about
14,000 sq.m. at a total consideration of approximately
RMB230 million.

ೕࢄذพ

Development Properties

כΑᚋ౨ʑ̯එ྆ͳτԭೕࢄඖ͌೨ɮc
ʗПܰுૉዌ൰Dਂพّࡼ්BʥCਂc
ᐢۺዾࠍዶݯ150,192̡ʿϝe

During the period, two development properties were
completed, with a total GFA of approximately 150,192 sq.m.
namely Sydney Coast Area D and Entrepreneur Garden Areas
B and C.

2003α۹ɐ˸αໃιɾೕࢄඖ͌

Projects Completed in the First Half of FY2003
ۺዾࠍዶ
̡ʿϝ
GFA
(sq.m.)

ذพ

Δᒨ

ᗘП

Property

Location

Type

ுૉዌ൰Dਂ
Sydney Coast Area D

ࣵਂϹɍ࿏
Xi’sanqi, Haidian District

ϾΩþਆ͂
Residential/Commercial

56,288

ϾΩþਆ͂
Residential/Commercial

93,904

พّࡼ්BdCਂ
ࣵਂϹɀ࿏
Entrepreneur Garden Areas B and C Xi’erqi, Haidian District
ɩ߮
Sub-total
2003α۹Ɏ˸αc̯එ྆ད౨ੀτɍඖ͌
ໃιcᐢۺዾࠍዶݯ89,237̡ʿϝeӿʌݯ
˅cΈඖ͌ؿདਕੱؗଉe

150,192
In the second half of 2003, the Group expects to complete
three projects, with a total GFA of approximately 89,237
sq.m. Up till now, the pre-sales of all these properties have
received satisfactory response.
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Development Projects to be Completed
in the Second Half of FY2003
ۺዾࠍዶ
̡ʿϝ
GFA
(sq.m.)

ذพ

Δᒨ

ᗘП

Property

Location

Type

พّࡼ්Aਂ
Entrepreneur Garden Area A

ࣵਂϹɀ࿏
Xi’erqi, Haidian District

ϾΩþਆ͂
Residential/Commercial

40,705

ඈͮᗫౡD
Sunny Scenic View Block D

ϹਂےඡΫɣഷ
Huangsi Avenue, Xicheng District

ϾΩþਆ͂
Residential/Commercial

27,732

ϛ࣎சͧޢೕɻʶ
Zhongguancun Softpark

ࣵਂɻᗐҦ
Zhongguancun, Haidian District

ᄘΥᅢ
Office

20,800

ɩ߮
Sub-total
ذพҙ༅
̯එ྆ੀܛτ˵ԕਝټጪɻʶɻᄤ
ؿৈ֙Аٽݯ౨ҙ༅c͌کԭංৈ̳֙Ε
൬Ϸ࠳cད౨כʌαα֛کѧι˚߬࠳
ɮАcԎכ2004αɐ˸αพe˵ԕਝټ
ጪɻʶϽ୮˵ԕټጪഷcܰࠖټጪ̟ؿ
ʶᚺΔc˵ԕਝټጪɻʶৈ֙ଊ՜Ίݯ
ټጪഷݘৈ֙cۺዾࠍዶݯ39,160̡
ʿϝcᙔ൚ʄܱज़ᅟๅcͅਝടΊৈ֙ဳ
ଉඑ྆Intercontinentalඑ྆ဳଉcஉτ354ං
ָ۪cஉτଊˤʝཋӡcඝࠕʥᅥஉ
ܪღௐeɻᄤ՚ᖾ͚ʿڏcԎτΛ
֚ܧዀᗐፒԑ୮ໃԯංcɻᄤؿᄘ
Υᅢͫɰͅ˵ԕ̟֚ܧኬᄝᑪൕcৈ֙ଊ
՜ Ί ݯɻ   ˀ ৈ ֙c  ۺዾ ࠍ ዶ  ݯ
39,079̡ʿϝcᙔܱ̒ज़ᅟๅcͅˀৈ֙
එ྆ဳଉcஉτ294ංָ۪eԭֺৈ֙яϽ
˵כԕؿඡټΔݒcੀᎴ՚ᖾঢ়Ꮜৈ֙ؿ
͉يcདࢿιਂݯʑਆ৻ʥࣁ༝۪ʸࠖؿ
ፕcԎ̯ݯඑ྆Ԟ˿ᜮdᖇցؿଊݚټe

89,237
Property Investment
The Group holds hotels situated at the International Finance
Center and Central Plaza as long-term investments. At
present, the hotels of the two properties are undergoing
major renovations which are scheduled to be completed by
the end of this year and opened during the first half of 2004.
International Finance Center is situated on Finance Street,
in the financial hub of the capital city. The hotel of this
property is now named as “Finance Street Inter-continental
Hotel”. The total GFA of the hotel amounts to approximately
39,160 sq.m. The five-star hotel, consisting of 354 rooms,
will be managed by the Intercontinental Group, an
internationally acclaimed hotel management group. The hotel
is equipped with advanced telecommunication facilities as
well as a comprehensive range of catering and recreational
facilities. Central Plaza is easily accessible with convenient
transportation. Various government authorities and offices
are also located in the vicinity. The entire office section of
Central Plaza has been sold to the Beijing Municipal
Government as head office. The hotel section is now named
as “Central Holiday Inn” which has a tot al GFA of
approximately 39,079 sq.m. The four-star hotel, which
consists of 294 rooms, is managed by the Holiday Inn Group.
Both hotels are located at prime locations in Beijing catering
for the niche market of high-end hotels in the neighbourhood
region. We expect the two hotels will be the top choice in
the district for business and leisure travelers and hence
bringing in promising recurrent income to the Group.
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Investment Projects to be Completed
in the Second Half of FY2003
ۺዾࠍዶ
̡ʿϝ
GFA
(sq.m.)

ذพ

Δᒨ

ָංᅕ͌

Property

Location

No. of Rooms

ټጪഷݘৈ֙
Finance Street Intercontinental Hotel

Ϲټਂےጪഷ
Finance Street, Xicheng District

354

39,160

ɻˀৈ֙
Central Holiday Inn

ۧਂ౮ک׳ɣഷ
Zaolinqian Avenue, Xuanwu District

294

39,079

ɩ߮
Sub-total

78,239

ذพˤଉ

Property Agency Service

ࠖສพݯȹɣٖ˵ؿԕټ၉ສพҙ
༅ᚋਐτࠉʔ̇ټ၉ܰ˵ԕടΊָؿ
Δଐ̟ઐᄤᚋਐʥˤଉcܰ˵ԕָΔଐˤ
ଉϷพɻʭτॶؿ൬ϷͲೡ೪ིͲೡˤଉ
ؿᚋਐʔ̇cடᙩ̒αᔊᐲ˵ԕָΔଐˤଉ
ሻਕټᔾȹΊeʌαɐ˸αcټ၉ୃ߮
ሻਕ൚༦10ຒ̡ʿϝe

Beijing Capital Land is the largest shareholder of Beijing
GoldenNet Property Investment Consultant Co., Ltd.
(“GoldenNet”), a well-known real estate marketing
consultancy and agency in Beijing. GoldenNet is one of the
few property agencies in Beijing engaged in integrated
planning and agency services. It has been the top property
agency in Beijing in terms of sales revenue for four
consecutive years. For the first half of this year, the total
area sold in aggregate by GoldenNet was over 100,000 sq.m.

̯ͅඑٖ྆ܛ33%˵ؿԕࠖټᔔמֈָΔ
ଐτࠉʔ̇ټᔔמֈcܰ͌˵کԕ
̟ɣҙ༅ஃᅡؿਿพָΔଐʔ̇c
ࢄָ۰ສdै༉dൕሒdᚬᖬˤፒdৼྦ
ിЅ˞ʥɀʹ్ָܘ൘ಁ೩พ৻eʌαɐ˸
αcټᔔמֈᏪพνɃɁ̵ྫྷ5,160,000ʏc
ˈ˾α౨ؿɁ̵ྫྷ850,000ʏᄈٽ507%e

In terms of investment scale, Beijing SCJF Real Estate
Agency Co., Ltd. (“SCJF”), in which the Group owns an
equity interest of 33%, is now the largest professional real
estate agency in Beijing. It is now engaged in the transfer
of secondary properties, leases, sales, application of home
ownership certificates, surveying and mortgage services of
secondary properties. During the first half of this year, SCJF
posted a turnover of RMB5,160,000, representing a year-on-year
increase of 507% when compared to RMB850,000 in the same
period of last year.

ɠΔௐ

Land Bank

ݯ֚ܧઐ৽ָΔଐ̟ؿஃᆲτѵೕࢄcੜ
ሁྡྷϷᗲࣟؿɠΔဳଉԹ۹cԎੀүྡྷଊ
ɠΔؿʔ׃ҙᅟcֺ˞̰ԞؿɠΔԜᎶੀ
Շᗲࣟሁઁeࠖສพ͌کኟτؿɠΔௐ
ݯ340ຒ̡ʿϝ˿ۺᅢࠍࠍዶc96%Ͻ˵כԕ
˵˸Δਂcԯɻ70%ɰᏵೕٽ౨ɠΔԚ
͂ᚬᖬcӷ˞ӷʔ̰̇Ԟ4ϭ5αؿೕࢄ
߬e

In an effort to promote the healthy development of the real
estate industry, the central government has placed strong
emphasis on the stringent implementation of a land
management system and in the future, state-owned land
will only be obtained through public auction and tender in
order to strictly control land supply. At present, Beijing
Capital Land has a land bank which if fully developed, would
amount to a total GFA of approximately 3.4 million sq.m., of
which 96% are in the northern part of Beijing and
approximately 70% of which have long term land use rights
sufficient enough for the development of the Company in
the next four to five years.
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ԗপ̴ʔ̇ࠖඑ྆Ε˵ԕਥᓣஉۺܪஉɻ
˚ؿɈΔϽcࠖສพɰΕ̰ԞɍᆅᒨΔ
ਂՅɠΔؿͱೕᚬe̚ࠨʗПܰ(1)ݯ
ෙ༜cད߮2005αۺιؿcடઅԕ˵˚
߬ϾΩਂdਆพਂᅥਂؿΔᚁ5໔ᇃcͲ
ٽ27ʔԈcᇃ29Δ˿Ԝೕe(2)Εɍ
ၤʄංЌΔ240̡ʿʔԈؿ၆ϳངᔴe
(3)ΕτɻਝلӱɾီؿɻᗐҦcЌΔ280̡ʿ
ʔԈؿɻᗐҦޫҌ්eࠖສพɰၤޚᗐؿ
ਥᓣஉۺֻܪʔ̇ᖋ߯ȿΕɐ߸ਂਟͱ
ೕɠΔؿԾցc̯ݯඑ྆ٽؿႩೕࢄ̨Ɏȿ
ਠྡྷؿਥᓣe

Capitalizing on the leading position of our parent company,
the Capital Group, in the infrastructural development in
Beijing, the Group has obtained preferential development
rights in three quality territories. They are (1) the 29 stations
of the Metro Line No.5, which are expected to be completed
in 2005 and are to span 27 kilometers through the residential
and commercial areas in Beijing; (2) the large-scale green
belt covering a total area of approximately 240 sq. km
between the Third Ring Road and the Fifth Ring Road; and
(3) the developments at Zhongguancun Science Park, which
is also known as the Silicon Valley in China, covering a total
area of approximately 280 sq.km. Beijing Capital Land has
already signed agreements for the preferential development
rights of the above land sites with the relevant infrastructure
construction companies laying solid foundation for the long
term development of the Group.

ၤϊࣂc̯එ྆˿࣓ኣ̟߬cንᔄ
ӞؿพᐜٲଊdᏪ༜ஃᅡd༅ྡྷټɈc̴ʔ
̇ؿʻ˞ʥၤؿ֚ܧӪΡᗐڝcܛᙩ˨
Гι̯dঢ়ሔ൴ؿɠΔௐe

Meanwhile, with our proven track record, operational scale,
financial strength, parental support as well as our established
relationship with the Beijing Municipal Government, the
Group will continue to replenish quality land reserve at low
cost according to the market needs.

ࢄશ

PROSPECTS

ɻਝɣᏜᇠگೕࢄc˵ԕΐՇయכෙ༜
ผؿᐾፒɻਝɃ˖ࢽᎶؿɺᒾᄈੜϤኟτ
ҡԙؿೕࢄکౡe˵ԕΕ̰Ԟ5αؿГೕࢄ
͌ᅟܰGDPαяᄈٽ9%eၤϊྦྷޚᎶc˵ԕ
ذพ̟ᘤᔀട̜ɣؿೕࢄᅶɈe

Against the backdrop of burgeoning economic growth in
Mainland China, the hosting of Olympic Games in 2008 and
China’s accession into the WTO, a promising future lies
ahead for Beijing. In the coming five years, Beijing is
expected to record a minimum GDP growth rate of 9% per
annum. As such, we believe that the Beijing property market
possesses tremendous growth potential.

2002ϭ2008αcΐෙ༜ʵؿҙ༅ࣱ
ұcੀԚ˵ԕGDPᄈٽ۹̡яҰαొঢ়
1.7%cԎԚ̟ےਥᓣஉۺܪஉ൬ೡొک1020αeෙ༜ਆዀؿಐଊc̯එ྆Ԟಲˈ
ዀ༤e

It is forecasted that the investment and consuming demand
brought by the hosting of Olympic Games will contribute to
approximately 1.7% growth of GDP per annum and push
Beijing’s infrastructure development forward by 10 to 20
years from 2002 to 2008. The opportunities brought by the
Olympic Games provide tremendous development potentials
for the Group.

˵ԕؿɁяGDPɰޯव3,000ʏc̳ΕΉ
6,000ʏ͌ؿᅟᑺ൬cၤϊྦྷޚᎶc˵ԕֈ
̵ն൬ɃࣱӝɁᖼӹঢ়ज़ϾΩؿఒ
ආݒe˵ԕ͌ک55%ؿϾָכۺ1990αکc
ɺሬଊˤ́ؿ̡ˋݠ߬h֚ܧዶรઐ৽
ɀʹָ̟cઐ৽ȿϾΩࣱΉɻঢ়Ꮜ֝
ЊeϾָڌ൘ܧؿ೪ҍܛɈ۹̳ɺᒾ˱ɣc
ိۂɖɺᒾᄈΛeֺτԒτСΐॖړᖬ
ȿ˵ԕϾΩ̟ٽؿ౨dᖇցdঢ়ೕࢄe

The GDP per capita of Beijing tops over USD 3,000, and is
increasing towards the target of USD 6,000. The demand
for vehicles and high-end housing has thus increased.
Currently, approximately 55% of the residential properties
in Beijing were built before 1990, which cannot satisfy the
living standards nowadays. The government is now actively
promoting the growth of the secondary property market,
leading to purchase of middle-to-high end residential
properties. The government has also implemented
favourable lending policies in support of purchases of
residential housing and other kinds of properties. All these
favourable factors will facilitate the long term, sustainable
and rapid growth of the residential property market in Beijing.
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Ϭɻਝ˱Ƀ˖ވൗୂמᓱ܃cஈΛਝཌྷ
ਕ̜ɰֶ౨ۿ൬Ƀ˵ԕ̟cԚ˵ԕਆ
͂ذพ̟ܛᙩˌᆅcඡټΔݒਆሼؿძࣟ
ֈঢ়ɺɎe፭ട˵ԕɁɈ༅ܧ೪ؿɺᒾי
d֚ܧϷؿ̡ˋ৻רܧɺᒾొঢ়c˞ʥਝ
ʝ൬ೡؿɺᒾઐ൬cਝʑكΊͬพʥ༎ਝ
ʔ̇ੀय़य़ໃʸ˵ԕcϤּ৽ྦྷ͆ज़ᄘΥ
ᅢؿұe

After China’s accession into the WTO, many international
retail players have entered or are planning to enter the Beijing
market, spurring the demand of the commercial property
market and keeping the prices of commercial properties in
prime locations high. With the opening up of the human
resources policy by the Beijing government, the continuous
improvement in its service standards and internationalization
of the capital city, internationally renowned enterprises and
multinationals are seeking to establish offices in Beijing,
increasing the demand for grade-A offices.

ࠍྦྷӪΡ̟ؿکౡcࠖສพੀᘗᙩਿ؇
˵ԕ̟c՞Εɻঢ়ᏌϾΩ͆ज़ᄘΥᅢ
ؿೕᏪሻබcᒷɣৈ֙೩ҙ༅ذพؿ
νɃˈࠇcԎ২ΡΕඡټΔذݒพؿਆพ
ࡨೕcܛړȹяጫذؿพୂcԚ̯එ
྆ؿᏪνɃҡ˱ᖇցe

To take advantage of the market demands, Beijing Capital
Land will continue to focus on Beijing’s property market,
consolidate our strengths in developing and marketing
middle-to-high end residential properties and grade A office
space, as well as increasing our proportion of investment
properties like hotels. We will also continue to develop
ancillar y facilities for commercial properties in prime
locations, maintain a well-balanced property portfolio so as
to provide a more steady operating income for the Group.

ݯ՞ᒷɣᘏجබc̯එ྆ੀ൬ȹүొ
ʠဳଉၤ༜Ꮺؿਝʝೡ۹c˱ੜඖ͌ι̯
ઁԹc͓ۺఒτࢽଅᘏجɈࡗؿɮውዀ
Թc˱ɣࠖສพۂಶؿኬၤઐᄤɈ۹c
ᘗᙩᒷɣ̟ͫᔾcᆢؿٖړҙ༅Αంᖇ
ցᄈٽeϊ̔c̯එ྆ᏃʵɃ˖ވज़ടΊؿ
೪ֲྑЂͳၤೕࢄɣذێพඖ͌cᔄ
ϊొঢ়ඖ͌كؿΊ۹d৽ඖֺ͌ΕΔਂؿ
ᏌωcϤ൬ȹүొʠذพඖ͌ؿძࠤe

To solidify and enhance our competitive advantages, the
Group will continue to upgrade the management team,
internationalize the operations and strengthen cost controls.
We aim to establish cost-effective and competitive incentive
schemes for the employees, further consolidate and
promote the “Beijing Capital Land” brand name and increase
our market share so as to secure stable returns for the
shareholders. In addition, the Group plans to introduce
internationally acclaimed strategic partners for the joint
development of large-scale property projects in an effort to
increase the reputation and grading of the territories where
the projects are located, in order to further raise the value
of the property projects.

ϊ̔c֚ܧپғc˵ԕ̟ɠΔኬଉ
ௐɻʶɰկপ̯ʔ̇ɾڃᙔʔ̇ࠖ౩ඈָ
Δଐೕࢄτࠉʔ̇ྡྷܪՓࡼᅢΔਂɠΔȹज़
ೕfЩܰɠΔኬଉc˳זܢሰdɍȹ̡
೩ɮАfτС̯כඑ྆ᄈ˱ณؿɠΔ
ௐe

In addition, after receiving the approval of the government
authorities, the Land Rehabilitation Reserve Center of the
Beijing Municipal Government appointed S.C. Real Estate
Development Company Limited, the subsidiary of the
Company, for the grade A development of the Hu Jia Lou
district. The development, that is rehabilitation, includes
resettlement, connection of electricity, water supplies and
telecommunication facilities together with site clearing, is
beneficial for the Group to increase its land reserve.

̯লαɎ˸αc̯එ྆ੀᙩઐˮΈᗘณඖ
͌˞Ԝདਕc˚߬˳ܢϛ࣎சͧޢೕɻʶd
ࠖࢄׅɣ෨dใࡐജ٦්ȹ౨dཽᅼ්ȹ
౨dඈͮᗫౡɀ౨ுૉዌ൰ɍ౨eԒඖ
͌ؿདਕνɃc˱ɐɰᆚذพؿሻਕν
ɃcੀԚ̯එ̯྆লαؿพᐜ༠ߎ෮ٲ
ଊe

In the second half of this fiscal year, the Group will carry on
launching new projects for pre-sale, which include
Zhongguancun Softpark, Capital Development Tower,
Vancouver Garden Phase I, Jia Run Garden Phase I, Sunny
Scenic View Phase II and Sydney Coast Phase III. Pre-sale
proceeds from these projects plus sales revenue from other
launched projects, will help the Group to achieve satisfactory
results performance.
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

৽ݚ༅ټʥጪ༅

Liquidity and Capital Resources

כΑᚋ౨ʑc̯එ྆ؿ༅ֲ৽ݚټၐܛΕ৪
ˋ̡cϤলܧ༅͛АˮଉʗЗeכɀ
ཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯එ྆ɾႺϷΦ
ଊټᐢᔾݯɁ̵ྫྷ1,488,134,000ʏcԯɻ
˳ࠗכܢಋᐲֺ͚מτࠉʔ̇ࠗಋᐲ͚
ֺඳඑ༅ټ૱ᔾɁ̵ྫྷ826,000,000ʏc
̯එ྆τӷਪ৽ݚଊټАݯˀᏪ༜͂பe

During the period under review, the Group maintained a
healthy cash flow and the capital resource was reasonably
allocated. As at 30th June 2003, the Group’s bank deposits
and cash amounted to RMB1,488,134,000, of which about
RMB826,000,000 was the net proceeds raised from The
Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (the “Hong Kong
Stock Exchange”). The Group has adequate cash flow for
general working capital.

כɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯එ྆τႺϷጪ
༅Ɂ̵ྫྷ2,328,000,000ʏeԯɻɁ̵ྫྷ
1,828,000,000ʏɰ৽͂c߲৽ݚඦʥݚڈ
৽߲ඦʗПݯɁ̵ྫྷ1,178,000,000ʏʥɁ̵
ྫྷ650,000,000ʏ eכɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊ
ˀc̯එ྆ɾ༅ଐ߲ඦଅ߲ඦ૱ᔾ˞ٖ
ᚬऩʥ߲ඦ૱ᔾؿᐢݯ42%eࠥ൘˚߬͂
כʻ˟ɠΔˮᜑټʥΕذۺพጪ༅e

As at 30th June 2003, the Group had banking facilities of
approximately RMB2,328,000,000, of which approximately
RMB1,828,000,000 had been utilized. Current liabilities and
non-current liabilities were RMB1,178,0 00,0 0 0 and
RMB650,000,000 respectively. As at 30th June 2003, the
Group’s gearing ratio (net debt over the sum of shareholder’s
equity and net debt) was 42%. They are mainly used for
payments of land premium and financing of properties under
development.

̯ͅכඑ྆Ε˵ԕ൬Ϸҙ༅cֺܨτႺϷ൘
ಁяԞϬɻਝɾႺϷcԎ˞Ɂ̵ྫྷ့߮ʥᓊ
ᑹc˞ࠌГමଅࣺ৽ࠓ፮e̯එֺ྆τႺϷ
൘ಁяݯցࢠ൘ಁe

Since the Group’s investments are in Beijing, all of the bank
loans come from banks in China and are denominated in
RMB to minimize currency risks. All of the Group’s bank
borrowings was arranged on a fixed rate basis.

༅ଐא

Pledged Assets

כɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀcሏࠍᐢࠤʗП
Ɂ̵ྫྷ62,818,000ʏʥɁ̵ྫྷ462,090,000ʏ
ɾೕࢄذพʥҙ༅ذพcɰאʀႺϷАݯ
̯එ྆ՅႺϷڌ൘ɾኪړe

As at 30th June 2003, development properties and
investment properties with book value of approximately
RMB62,818,000 and RMB462,090,000 were pledged to
banks for securing guarantee of bank loans for the Group.

ֶಳ߲ඦ

Contingent Liabilities

̯එ྆ߗݯɳذพൕࡼΪખႺϷጪ༅cԎొ
Ԝኪړړᖬτᗐൕࡼؿᑹಁஐͨeכɀཌྷཌྷ
ɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀcֆ̰ᄚϷؿኪړ༠Ɂ̵ྫྷ
749,184,000ʏe

The Group had arranged bank financing for certain
purchasers of our properties and provided guarantees to
secure the repayment obligations of such purchasers. The
outstanding guarantees amounted to RMB749,184,000 as
at 30th June 2003.

כɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯ʔ̇ȹࡼڃᙔ
ʔ̯̇ݯʔ̇ೕɻذพʗ˳ਆؿႺϷጪ༅
ొԜኪړeכɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀɰኪړ
ʥ৽͂ؿႺϷጪ༅ݯɁ̵ྫྷ60,000,000ʏe
ʗ˳ਆؿᗐடʔ̇ɰΉ̯ʔ̇ڃᙔʔ̇ొԜ
ላړᖬeτᗐኪړੀכɀཌྷཌྷɍαȾ˂։
e

As at 30th June 2003, a subsidiar y of the Company
guaranteed a banking facility of a subcontractor of one of
our properties under development. The banking facility
guaranteed and utilized as at 30th June 2003 amounted to
RMB60,000,000. Related companies of the subcontractors
have provided indemnities to the subsidiary. Such guarantee
will expire in September 2003.
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ֻኪ

Commitments

כɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯ʔֺֻ̇ፒؿ
ඖ͌˳ܢҙ༅ذพʥณೕذพ˞ʿ
βֻኪ༅̯ʻɁ̵ྫྷ986,215,000ʏeכɀ
ཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯එֻ྆ጻΉߗɳͳ
ઁԹྡྷ൬ȹүˮ༅Ɂ̵ྫྷ79,300,000
ʏcϤˈܘԝכ೩ͳઁԹྡྷֺֻፒඖ
͌˳ܢҙ༅ذพʥณೕذพɻᎶЌ˞ؿ
ʿβֻኪᔾݯɁ̵ྫྷ518,102,000ʏe

The Company had, as of 30th June 2003, contracted capital
expenditure commitments of RMB986,215,000 for projects
(including investment properties and new development
properties) undertaken by subsidiaries of the Company. As
of 30th June 2003, the Group had committed to contribute
a further RMB79,300,000 to certain jointly controlled entities
and our proportionate share of the contracted commitments
for projects (including investment properties and new
development properties) undertaken by the jointly controlled
entities amounted to RMB518,102,000.

ϊ̔cכɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀcɺ˿࿄ሻ
ᏪैඖɎτᗐɠΔʥᅢΧؿˀ܃Гै
ټʻݯɁ̵ྫྷ5,244,000ʏcɻɁ̵ྫྷ
4,293,000ʏכȹαʑʻ˟c̊̔Ɂ̵ྫྷ
951,000ʏכɀϭʄαʑʻ˟e

In addition, as at 30th June 2003, future minimum lease
rental expense in respect of land and buildings under noncancelable operating lease amounted to RMB5,244,000, of
which RMB4,293,000 was payable within one year and
RMB951,000 was payable from the second to the fifth years.

ࡗɮ

EMPLOYEES

כɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯එ྆ͳາτ550
ΊͲᓻࡗɮeࡗɮᑀ༭Ƚ഼˝ϣ̟ੱ
ؗdПࡗɮɾٲଊdነዃʥϤցe҈
ࠨొԜɾࡗါСc˳ܢቔϢړ፮ི߮ټd
ᔢᏻړ፮ི߮d̖พړ፮ི߮ʥϾָʔዶ
ټe̯ʔ̇ɰτૈͧઔढ़ٖͫᄈࠤᚬው߮
ིውི߮cውི߮ɾ˚߬ૈಁʥૈ
ͧล߸̯כʔ̇ਕٖೡڃ፣Ʉٖͫᄈࠤᚬ
ውི߮ૈؿಁล߬ȹຝeכɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ
˂ɍɊˀcลಲ࣓ኣٖͫᄈࠤᚬውི߮
ˮٖͫᄈࠤᚬe

As at 30th June 2003, the Group had 550 full-time
employees. Remuneration is determined by reference to
market terms and the performance, qualifications and
experience of individual employee. We provide employee
benefit, including provident fund schemes, medical
insurance scheme, unemployment insurance scheme and
housing provident fund. We have conditionally adopted the
Share Appreciation Rights Incentive Scheme (the “Incentive
Scheme”). The principal terms and conditions of the
Incentive Scheme are summarized in the section headed
“Summary of terms of the Share Appreciation Rights
Incentive Scheme” in Appendix VIII to the Prospectus. As at
30th June 2003, no share appreciation rights have been
granted under the Incentive Scheme.

ٖ̯˚ٖ߬

SHARE CAPITAL AND MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS

ٖ̯

Share Capital

̯ʔ̇כɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀؿᐢഽ˫ٖ̯
ݯ1,613,300,000ٖɰೕϷٖͫcԯɻ˳ܢi

As at 30th June 2003, there were a total issued share capital
of 1,613,300,000 shares of the Company (the “Shares”)
which include:

ʑ༅ٖ
ڈHٖ̔༅ٖ
Hٖ

Domestic Shares
Non-H Foreign Shares
H Shares

ٖͫᅕ͌
Number of Shares
690,671,700
357,998,300
564,630,000

ٖ̯ล
ϛʗˈ
Approximate percentages
of share capital
42.8%
22.2%
35.0%
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˚ٖ߬ؗੱٖܛ

Substantial Shareholders’ Interests in Shares

̯ʔ̇כɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀcɎͶɁɡ
ኟτ̯ʔٖ̇ͫؿdޚᗐٖͫʥඦԴɻኟτ
ؿᚬऩʥþֶ࠸c˘೩ᚬऩʥþֶ࠸
࣓ኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ336ૈכௐΦؿ
ত˫ֺত፣i

As at 30th June 2003, the following persons had interests
or short positions in the Shares or underlying Shares or
debentures of the Company and such interests and / or short
positions shall be recorded in the register under section 336
of the Securities and Futures Ordinance (“SFO”):

ٖշΊ

Name of shareholders

ٖ̯ลϛʗˈ(%)
Approximate percentages
of share capital (%)
قઅʥංઅ
قઅᚬऩ
ංઅᚬऩ
ᚬऩᐢᅕ
Aggregate
direct and
Direct
Indirect
indirect
interests
interests
interests

قઅʥංઅܛ
τٖͫؿᅕ͌
Number
of Shares
directly and
indirectly held

˵ԕࠖพඑ྆τࠉʔ̇
Capital Group

965,907,900 (1)

3.5

56.4

59.9

˵ԕඈָͮΔଐ၃ೕʔ̇
Beijing Sunshine Real Estate
Comprehensive Development Company

619,146,500 (2)

3.6

34.8

38.4

˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐτࠉஐͨʔ̇
Beijing Capital Sunshine Real Estate
Development Co., Ltd.

561,461,900 (3)

17.7

17.1

34.8

˵ԕࠖޫҌҙ༅τࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Technology Investment Ltd.

172,006,700

10.7

—

10.7

˵ԕࠖॾΧᏜೕࢄτࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Hangyu Economic
Development Co., Ltd.

118,747,600

7.4

—

7.4

ɻਝذଐτࠉʔ̇
China Resource Products Limited

275,236,200

17.1

—

17.1

Yieldwell International Enterprise Limited

82,762,000

5.1

—

5.1

Fexi Holdings Limited

82,762,100

(4)

—

5.1

5.1

ᒉߜ
Chung Pok Ying

82,762,100 (5)

—

5.1

5.1

9.8

—

9.8

Reco Pearl Private Limited

158,102,000

Recosia China Pte Ltd.

158,102,000 (6)

—

9.8

9.8

Recosia Pte Ltd.

158,102,000 (7)

—

9.8

9.8

Government of Singapore Investment
Corporation (Realty) Pte Ltd.

158,102,000 (8)

—

9.8

9.8

The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking
Corporation Limited

134,068,000

8.31

—

8.31

134,068,000

(9)

—

8.31

8.31

HSBC Asia Holdings (UK)

134,068,000

(10)

—

8.31

8.31

HSBC Holdings BV

134,068,000 (11)

—

8.31

8.31

HSBC Finance (Netherlands)

134,068,000 (12)

—

8.31

8.31

(13)

—

8.31

8.31

HSBC Asia Holdings BV

HSBC Holdings plc

134,068,000
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Notes:

(1)

Ε965,907,900ٖٖͫɻc56,007,100ٖ
ٖͫقઅࠖͅඑ྆ܛτcԯ909,900,800
഼ٖٖͫАݯᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝඖɎ྆ؒؿᚬ
ऩc༦˵ԕඈָͮΔଐ၃ೕʔ̇d˵
ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐτࠉஐͨʔ̇d˵ԕࠖ
ޫҌҙ༅τࠉʔ̇d˵ԕࠖॾΧᏜೕࢄ
τࠉʔ̇ʥɻਝذଐτࠉʔ̇ංઅܛτe

(1)

Of these 965,907,900 Shares, 56,007,100 Shares are directly
held by the Capital Group, the remaining 909,900,800 Shares
are deemed corporate interests under the SFO indirectly held
through Beijing Sunshine Real Estate Comprehensive
Development Company, Beijing Capital Sunshine Real Estate
Development Co., Ltd., Beijing Capital Technology Investment
Ltd., Beijing Capital Hangyu Economic Development Co., Ltd.
and China Resource Products Limited.

(2)

Ε619,146,500ٖٖͫɻc57,684,600ٖ
ٖͫقઅͅ˵ԕඈָͮΔଐ၃ೕʔ̇ܛ
τcԯ561,461,900഼ٖٖͫАݯᖬԴʥ
౨ஒૈԝඖɎ྆ؒؿᚬऩc༦˵ԕࠖඈ
ָͮΔଐτࠉஐͨʔ̇ʥɻਝذଐτࠉʔ̇
ංઅܛτe

(2)

Of these 619,146,500 Shares, 57,684,600 Shares are directly
held by Beijing Sunshine Real Estate Comprehensive
Development Company, the remaining 561,461,900 Shares
are deemed corporate interests under the SFO indirectly held
through Beijing Capital Sunshine Real Estate Development
Co., Ltd. and China Resource Products Limited.

(3)

Ε561,461,900ٖٖͫɻc286,225,700ٖ
ٖͫقઅͅ˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐτࠉஐͨʔ
̇ܛτcԯ275,236,200഼ٖٖͫАݯᖬ
Դʥ౨ஒૈԝඖɎ྆ؒؿᚬऩc༦ɻਝذ
ଐτࠉʔ̇ංઅܛτe

(3)

Of these 561,461,900 Shares, 286,225,700 Shares are
directly held by Beijing Capital Sunshine Real Estate
Development Co., Ltd., the remaining 275,236,200 Shares
are deemed corporate interests under the SFO indirectly held
through China Resource Products Limited.

(4)

82,762,100഼ٖٖͫАݯᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝඖ
Ɏ྆ؒؿᚬऩc༦Yieldwell International
Enterprise Limitedංઅܛτe

(4)

82,762,100 Shares are deemed corporate interests under the
SFO indirectly held through Yieldwell International Enterprise
Limited.

(5)

82,762,100഼ٖٖͫАݯᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝඖ
Ɏ྆ؒؿᚬऩc༦Yieldwell International
Enterprise LimitedʥFexi Holdings Limited
ංઅܛτe

(5)

82,762,100 Shares are deemed corporate interests under the
SFO indirectly held through Yieldwell International Enterprise
Limited and Fexi Holdings Limited.

(6)

158,102,000഼ٖٖͫАݯᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ
ඖɎ྆ؒؿᚬऩc༦Reco Pearl Private
Limitedංઅܛτe

(6)

158,102,000 Shares are deemed corporate interests under
the SFO indirectly held through Reco Pearl Private Limited.

(7)

158,102,000഼ٖٖͫАݯᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ
ඖɎ྆ؒؿᚬऩc༦Reco Pearl Private
LimitedʥRecosia China Pte Ltd. ංઅܛ
τe

(7)

158,102,000 Shares are deemed corporate interests under
the SFO indirectly held through Reco Pearl Private Limited
and Recosia China Pte Ltd.

(8)

158,102,000഼ٖٖͫАݯᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ
ඖɎ྆ؒؿᚬऩc༦Reco Pearl Private
LimiteddRecosia China Pte Ltd. ʥRecosia
Pte Ltd. ංઅܛτe

(8)

158,102,000 Shares are deemed corporate interests under
the SFO indirectly held through Reco Pearl Private Limited,
Recosia China Pte Ltd. and Recosia Pte Ltd.

(9)

134,068,000഼ٖٖͫАݯᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ
ඖɎ྆ؒؿᚬऩc༦The Hongkong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation Limitedංઅ
ܛτe

(9)

134,068,000 Shares are deemed corporate interests under
the SFO indirectly held through The Hongkong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation Limited.

(10) 134,068,000഼ٖٖͫАݯᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ
ඖɎ྆ؒؿᚬऩc༦The Hongkong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation Limitedʥ
HSBC Asia Holdings BVංઅܛτe

(10) 134,068,000 Shares are deemed corporate interests under
the SFO indirectly held through The Hongkong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation Limited and HSBC Asia Holdings BV.
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(11) 134,068,000഼ٖٖͫАݯᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ
ඖɎ྆ؒؿᚬऩc༦The Hongkong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation Limitedd
HSBC Asia Holdings BVʥ HSBC Asia
Holdings (UK)ංઅܛτe

(11) 134,068,000 Shares are deemed corporate interests under
the SFO indirectly held through The Hongkong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation Limited, HSBC Asia Holdings BV and
HSBC Asia Holdings (UK).

(12) 134,068,000഼ٖٖͫАݯᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ
ඖɎ྆ؒؿᚬऩc༦The Hongkong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation Limitedd
HSBC Asia Holdings BVd HSBC Asia
Holdings (UK)ʥHSBC Holdings BVංઅܛ
τe

(12) 134,068,000 Shares are deemed corporate interests under
the SFO indirectly held through The Hongkong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation Limited, HSBC Asia Holdings BV, HSBC
Asia Holdings (UK) and HSBC Holdings BV.

(13) 134,068,000 ഼ٖٖͫАݯᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ
ඖɎ྆ؒؿᚬऩc༦The Hongkong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation Limitedd
HSBC Asia Holdings BVd HSBC Asia
Holdings (UK)dHSBC Holdings BVʥHSBC
Finance (Netherlands)ංઅܛτe

(13) 134,068,000 Shares are deemed corporate interests under
the SFO indirectly held through The Hongkong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation Limited, HSBC Asia Holdings BV, HSBC
Asia Holdings (UK), HSBC Holdings BV and HSBC Finance
(Netherlands).

ԑဟԑᚬऩ

INTERESTS OF DIRECTORS AND SUPERVISORS

כɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯ʔ̇Έԑd
ဟԑʥϷܧᐢസ̯כʔֶ̇ͨЄޚᐲؒ྆ց
ຮӮᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝXVٖͫؿdޚᗐ
ͫʥඦԴɻኟτϤ࣓ኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ
XV7ʥ8ʗكผ̯ʔ̇ʥࠗಋᐲֺ͚ؿᚬ
ऩʥ࠸˳ܢԯ࣓ኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ഼Аኟ
τؿᚬऩʥ࠸cɌֶ࣓ኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈ
ԝ352ૈ༗Ƀτᗐૈԝֺ߸ত˫ʑؿᚬऩ
ʥ࠸cɌֶ࣓ኣɐ̟ʔ̇ԑ൬ϷᖬԴ͚
ؿמᅟๅΨڬੀكผ̯ʔ̇ʥࠗಋᐲֺ͚
ؿᚬऩʥ࠸గϊϤӰcᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝؿ
τᗐૈʼੀಹΣሬ͂כဟԑঁᘷΣɎi

As at 30th June 2003, the interests and short positions of
each Director, supervisor and chief executive of the Company
in the shares, underlying shares and debentures of the
Company or any associated corporation (within the meaning
of Part XV of the SFO) which will have to be notified to the
Company and the Hong Kong Stock Exchange pursuant to
Divisions 7 and 8 of Part XV of the SFO (including interests
and short positions which he is taken or deemed to have
under such provisions of SFO) or which will be required,
pursuant to section 352 of the SFO, to be entered in the
register referred to therein, or will be required, pursuant to
the Model Code for Securities Transactions by Directors of
Listed Companies to be notified to the Company and the
Hong Kong Stock Exchange (for this purpose, the relevant
provisions of the SFO will be interpreted as if they applied
to the Supervisors):

ྡྷऩܛτ
ٖͫᅕ͌
Ɂ̵ྫྷ
No. of
Shares held
(RMB)

Ќޚᐲؒ྆
ഽ˫༅̯ؿล
ϛʗˈ
Approximate
percentage of
registered
capital of the
relevant entity

ԑ/ဟԑ
Director/Supervisor

ޚᐲؒ྆
Relevant entity

ᚬऩᗘП
Type

ჳኮͮ
Liu Xiaoguang

˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐτࠉஐͨʔ̇
Beijing Capital Sunshine Real Estate
Development Co., Ltd.

Ɂ
Individual

2,000,000

2%

ࡌ߶
Tang Jun

˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐτࠉஐͨʔ̇
Beijing Capital Sunshine Real Estate
Development Co., Ltd.

Ɂ
Individual

2,000,000

2%

ᅾҸ
Pan Pei

˵ԕࠖޫҌҙ༅τࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Technology Investment Ltd.

Ɂ
Individual

1,500,000

0.75%
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ԑ/ဟԑ
Director/Supervisor

ޚᐲؒ྆
Relevant entity

ᚬऩᗘП
Type

˔ಾ

˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐ
τࠉஐͨʔ̇
Beijing Capital Sunshine Real Estate
Development Co., Ltd.

Ɂ

˵ԕࠖޫҌҙ༅τࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Technology Investment Ltd.

Wang Qi

ۺןڠ
Yu Changjian

ྡྷऩܛτ
ٖͫᅕ͌
Ɂ̵ྫྷ
No. of
Shares held
(RMB)

Ќޚᐲؒ྆
ഽ˫༅̯ؿล
ϛʗˈ
Approximate
percentage of
registered
capital of the
relevant entity

400,000

0.4%

Ɂ
Individual

2,000,000

1%

˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐτࠉஐͨʔ̇
Beijing Capital Sunshine Real Estate
Development Co., Ltd.

Ɂ
Individual

600,000

0.6%

˵ԕࠖޫҌҙ༅τࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Technology Investment Ltd.

Ɂ
Individual

800,000

0.4%

Individual

ԙᎶ͂Ψڬ

CODE OF BEST PRACTICE

̯ʔ̇כɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɊȾˀࠗכಋᐲ͚
ֺɐ̟cɐ̟ˀϭɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀ
౨ං̯ʔ̇ȹقፓΨࠗಋᐲֺ͚מτࠉʔ
̇ᖬԴɐ̟ஃڃڬ፣Ɋ̒ɾԙᎶ͂Ψڬe

The Company was listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange
on 19th June 2003. Since its listing date, the Group complied
with the Code of Best Practice (the ‘’Code’’) as set out in
Appendix 14 of The Rules Governing the Listing of Securities
on The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (“Listing
Rules”).

ᄗ࣏կࡗผ

AUDIT COMMITTEE

࣓ኣɐ̟ஃڬஃցϤι͓ɾᄗ࣏կࡗผ౦
כɀཌྷཌྷɍαɄ˂ᐾϷผᘪeԯιࡗ˳˔ܢ
ಾͱ́cдิዢͱ́ʥㅽ㝠ιͱ́eᄗ࣏կ
ࡗผ߬˚ؿᓻஐݯկາ࣏̔ᅕdᄗቇʥ
ဟྦ̯ʔ̇ؿল৻͇ంೡѵʥʑဟઁԹ
۹c˞ʥΉԑผొԜ෮Ӯe̯එ྆࿀ϭɀ
ཌྷཌྷɍα˅ʒ˂ɾɻ౨พᐜɰͅᄗ࣏կ
ࡗผᄗቇe

The Audit Committee which was established in accordance
with the requirement of the Listing Rules held meeting in
August 2003. Members of the Audit Committee include Mr.
Wang Qi, Mr. Peter Yuk Lun Eng and Mr. Kwong Kai Sing,
Benny. The primary duties of the audit committee are to
appoint external auditors, review and supervise our financial
reporting process and internal control system and provide
advice and comments to the Board. The interim results of
the Group for the six months ended 30th June 2003 was
reviewed by the Audit Committee.

ᑪൕˮਕֶᚿΑᖬԴ

PURCHASE, SALE OR REDEMPTION OF SHARES

כɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɊȾˀࠗכಋᐲֺ͚ɐ
̟cϭɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀ౨ංʑc̯ʔ
ֶ̇ԯͨЄڃᙔʔ̇ลಲᑪൕֶᚿΑ̯ʔ̇
ɾٖ̯ᖬԴe

During the period from 19th June 2003 when the Company
was listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange to 30th June
2003, neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries has
purchased, sold or redeemed any of the Company’s listed
securities.

ল৻࿂߬
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
g

ᏪพᔾݯɁ̵ྫྷ804,456,000ʏe
Turnover was approximately RMB804,456,000.

g

ˉСଅ༠24.7%e
Gross profit margin reached 24.7%.

g

ᏪึСݯɁ̵ྫྷ200,182,000ʏe
Operating profit was approximately RMB200,182,000.

g

ٖᎶЌึСݯɁ̵ྫྷ80,458,000ʏe
Profit attributable to shareholders was approximately RMB80,458,000.

g

Ұٖਥ̯ޔСݯɁ̵ྫྷ0.071ʏe
Basic earnings per share was RMB0.071.

g

ԑผۺᘪɺݢೕɻ౨ٖࢠe
The Board of Directors does not recommend the payment of an interim dividend.
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ᓯע၃ฌऩٲ
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
̰ᄗ࣏
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂

ڃഽ
Ꮺพᔾ

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
804,456

ሻਕι̯

(606,004)

ˉС

198,452

ԯˢνɃ

45,493

ሻਕʥϷܧʻˮ

(41,739)

ԯˢᏪʻˮ

(2,024)

ᏪึС

3

200,182

ጪ༅ι̯

4

(20,217)

ʗЌพᐜ
ᐲᏪʔ̇

(106)

ͳઁԹྡྷ

(1,656)

ೢึکС
ೢඖ

178,203

5

(60,226)

ೢึ܃С

117,977

ʭᅕٖᚬऩ

(37,519)

ٖᎶЌึС

80,458

ɻ౨ٖࢠ

6

—

Ұٖਥ̯ޔС

7

Ɂ̵ྫྷ0.071ʏ
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The Board of Directors (the “Board”) of Beijing Capital Land Ltd. (the “Company”) is pleased to announce
the unaudited consolidated results of the Company and its subsidiaries (the “Group”) for the six months
ended 30th June 2003 as follows:

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
For the six months ended 30th June 2003

Note
Turnover
Cost of sales

804,456
(606,004)

Gross profit
Other income
Selling and administrative expenses
Other operating expenses
Operating profit
Finance costs
Share of results of
Associated companies
Jointly controlled entities
Profit before taxation
Taxation

Unaudited
For the
six months ended
30th June 2003
RMB’000

198,452
45,493
(41,739)
(2,024)

3
4

200,182
(20,217)
(106)
(1,656)

5

178,203
(60,226)

Profit after taxation
Minority interests

117,977
(37,519)

Profit attributable to shareholders

80,458

Interim dividend

6

—

Basic earnings per share

7

RMB0.071
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ᓯע၃༅ଐ߲ඦٲ
כɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀ

ڃഽ
৽ݚڈ༅ଐ
՞ց༅ଐ
ܛτАೕذؿพ
ᐲᏪʔ̇
ͳઁԹྡྷ
ٽ౨ҙ༅
Ⴎ֝ೢಁࠥඖ

8

̰ᄗ࣏
כɀཌྷཌྷɍα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
1,313,542
1,127,369
38,568
160,875
82,367
544
2,723,265

------------------

৽ݚ༅ଐ
ೕɻذพ
ɰໃιۿؿਕذพ
Ꮆνൗמሏಁ
ԯˢᎶνሏಁd߯ټʥད˟ಁඖ
Ꮆνᗐᐲʔ̇ಁඖ
ᎶνೕɁሏಁ
ԯˢҙ༅
ད˟ೢಁ
ଊټʥႺϷ

9

1,584,115
675,784
579,414
294,907
71,400
7,150
13,654
6,479
1,488,134
4,721,037

------------------

߲৽ݚඦ
Ꮆ߮ඖ͌ʥԯ̚Ꮆ˟ಁඖ
Ꮆ˟ೢಁ
Ꮆ˟ೕɁಁඖ
Ꮆ˟ӡڃᙔʔ̇ಁඖ
౨൘ಁ z τא
z ಲא
ٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁؿЩ౨ʗ

10

13

1,220,434
279,188
146,290
20,000
150,000
658,000
370,000
2,843,912

------------------

৽ݚ༅ଐ૱ࠤ

1,877,125
------------------

༅ଐᐢࠤಕ߲৽ݚඦ
༅ټԞi
ٖ̯
ௐ

4,600,390

11
12

ٖ༅ټ
ٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁ
Ꮆ˟ୄઁٖʔ̇ಁඖ
Ꮆ˟ٖࢠ
Ⴎ֝ೢඖ
ʭᅕٖᚬऩ

1,613,300
393,075
2,006,375

13
14

650,000
1,115,112
204,733
22,798
601,372
4,600,390
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CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
As at 30th June 2003

Note
Non-current assets
Fixed assets
Properties held for development
Associated companies
Jointly controlled entities
Long term investments
Deferred tax assets

8

Unaudited
As at
30th June 2003
RMB’000
1,313,542
1,127,369
38,568
160,875
82,367
544
2,723,265

------------------

Current assets
Properties under development
Completed properties held for sale
Trade receivables
Other receivables, deposits and prepayments
Amount due from a related company
Amount due from an Initial Shareholder
Other investments
Tax prepayments
Cash and bank balances

9

1,584,115
675,784
579,414
294,907
71,400
7,150
13,654
6,479
1,488,134
4,721,037

------------------

Current liabilities
Accruals and other payables
Taxes payable
Amounts due to Initial Shareholders
Amount due to a fellow subsidiary
Short term loans — secured
— unsecured
Current portion of long term bank loans

10

13

1,220,434
279,188
146,290
20,000
150,000
658,000
370,000
2,843,912

------------------

Net current assets

1,877,125
------------------

Total assets less current liabilities
Financed by:
Share capital
Reserves

4,600,390

11
12

Shareholders’ funds
Long term bank loans
Long term payable to ultimate holding company
Dividend payable
Deferred tax liabilities
Minority interests

1,613,300
393,075
2,006,375

13
14

650,000
1,115,112
204,733
22,798
601,372
4,600,390
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ᓯע၃ଊݚټ൴ٲ
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
̰ᄗ࣏
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ꮺพ৻৽͂ؿଊټ૱ᔾ

(618,403)

ҙ༅ؿ͂৽৽ݠଊټ૱ᔾ

(223,182)

ጪ༅৽ݠνԷؿଊټ૱ᔾ˳ܢณٖೕਕ

1,641,853

ଊټʥႺϷɾᄈ˱

800,268

כȹ˂ȹˀɾଊټʥႺϷ

687,866

כʒ˂ɍɊˀɾଊټʥႺϷ

1,488,134
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CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOW STATEMENT
For the six months ended 30th June 2003
Unaudited
For the
six months ended
30th June 2003
RMB’000
Net cash used in operating activities

(618,403)

Net cash used in investing activities

(223,182)

Net cash received from financing activities,
including issuance of new shares

1,641,853

Increase in cash and bank balances

800,268

Cash and bank balances at 1st January

687,866

Cash and bank balances at 30th June

1,488,134

22
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ᓯע၃ٖᚬऩᛰ৽ٲ
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
ٖ̯

༅̯ʔዶ

ړजޔС

߮

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

1,100,000

—

—

1,100,000

Ͳଈೕਕٖͫ

513,300

390,926

—

904,226

ٖͫೕϷ͂

—

(78,309)

—

(78,309)

ٖᎶЌึС

—

—

80,458

80,458

1,613,300

312,617

80,458

2,006,375

ࠇୂ́ࢽˀೕϷɾٖͫ

ɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀ
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CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
For the six months ended 30th June 2003
Share
capital
RMB’000

Capital
surplus
RMB’000

Retained
profits
RMB’000

Total
RMB’000

date of reorganisation

1,100,000

—

—

1,100,000

Global offering of shares

513,300

390,926

—

904,226

Share issue expenses

—

(78,309)

—

(78,309)

Profit attributable to shareholders

—

—

80,458

80,458

1,613,300

312,617

80,458

2,006,375

Issue of shares at effective

At 30th June 2003
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ሏ͌ڃഽ
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
1

එ྆ࠇୂʥᇁԹਥๅ
(a)

එ྆ࠇୂ
˵ԕࠖพඑ྆τࠉʔ̇ࠖඑ྆ݯᘐௐ̯ʔ̇HٖٖͫΕࠗಋᐲֺ͚מτࠉʔ̇˚ᐲֺ͚
ɐ̟൬Ϸඑ྆ࠇୂࠇୂc̯ʔ̇ኣϊכɀཌྷཌྷɀαɊɀ˂ʄˀΕɻജɁ̵ͳਝɻਝഽ˫ι͓ݯ
ٖͫτࠉʔ̇e
ࠖඑ྆ʥ̊̔ʄࡼࠖͅඑ྆قઅֶංઅઁԹؿʔ̇˵ԕඈָͮΔଐ၃ೕʔ̇d˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔ
ଐτࠉஐͨʔ̇d˵ԕࠖޫҌҙ༅τࠉʔ̇d˵ԕࠖॾΧᏜೕࢄτࠉʔ̇ʥɻਝذଐτࠉʔ̇cட
ࠖڈඑ྆ᙔɎʔ̇Yieldwell International Enterprise LimitedီݯೕɁΕɻਝԑذพೕพ
৻e࣓ኣΈೕɁၤ̯ʔ͓̇߯Ԏכɀཌྷཌྷɍαȹ˂ȹˀն́ࢽୂࠇؿԾցc̯ʔ̇ΉೕɁೕϷͳ
1,100,000,000ٖҰٖɁ̵ྫྷ1.00ʏٖͫؿc˞ՅͅೕɁܛτؿΛࡼڃᙔʔ̇dᐲᏪʔ̇ʥͳઁԹྡྷ
eೕɁ͛ੀԯߗɳذพඖ͌ؿᚬऩᔝᜑʀ̯ʔ̇e
ɐ߸ʔ̇ࠇୂϷࢽ́ୂࠇכݯˀЩɀཌྷཌྷɍαȹ˂ȹˀcઔ͂νᑪผ߮ؒΕ̯ʔ̇ሏ͌ɻʦܮcΐϊ̯ᓯ
עɻ౨၃ሏ͌ಲˈ༖ᅕኣe

(b)

ᇁԹਥๅʥ˚߬ผ߮ܧ೪
̰ᄗ࣏ɾᓯעɻ౨၃ሏ͌ܰܘ๑ࠗಋผ߮ʔผཕЗɾࠗಋผ߮ྡྷ৻ๅڬ25໔࠳߯
ɻ౨ল৻ం
й˞ʥࠗಋᐲֺ͚מτࠉʔ̇ᖬԴɐ̟ஃڃڬ፣ɊʒᇁԹe
̰ᄗ࣏ɾ̯ᓯעɻ౨ሏ͌Ꮆၤɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂Ɋˀࠖωʔೕਕٖ׃႓ٖ׃࣊ע႓࣊עȹԡቇᚾe
ᇁԹ̯ᓯעɻ౨၃ሏֺ͌ઔ͂ؿผ߮ܧ೪ʥ့߮ʿؒၤٖ׃႓࣊עɻڃ፣1ɻ͇ؿంผ߮ంйֺઔّ͂
ȹߎcڃഽ1(a)ֺ߸ɾࠇୂcɰϬࠇୂ́ࢽˀ̯ʔ̇ι̴ݯʔ̇ઔ͂νᑪผ့࣏߮ؒ̔e
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NOTES TO CONDENSED ACCOUNTS
1

GROUP REORGANISATION AND BASIS OF PREPARATION
(a)

Group reorganisation
The Company was incorporated in the People’s Republic of China (the “PRC” or “China”) on 5th December
2002 as a joint stock company with limited liability as a result of a group reorganisation (the “Reorganisation”)
of the Capital Group in preparation for a listing of the Company’s H shares on the Main Board of The Stock
Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (the “Stock Exchange”).
The Capital Group and five other companies which are under the direct or indirect control of the Capital
Group namely: Beijing Sunshine Real Estates Comprehensive Development Company, Beijing Capital
Sunshine Real Estate Development Co., Ltd., Beijing Capital Technology Investment Ltd., Beijing Capital
Hangyu Economic Development Co., Ltd. and China Resource Products Limited, together with a company
outside the Capital Group — Yieldwell International Enterprise Limited (collectively as the “Initial
Shareholders”) are engaged in property development in the PRC. In accordance with the Reorganisation
Agreement between each of the Initial Shareholders and the Company which became effective on 1st
January 2003, the Company issued a total 1,100,000,000 shares of RMB 1 per share to the Initial
Shareholders to acquire various subsidiaries, associated companies and jointly controlled entities held by
the Initial Shareholders. The Initial Shareholders also transferred to the Company interests in certain property
projects in the PRC.
The Reorganisation referred to above has been reflected in the accounts of the Group using acquisition
accounting from the effective date of the Reorganisation on 1st January 2003 and accordingly no comparative
figures are presented on the condensed consolidated interim accounts.

(b)

Basis of preparation and principal accounting policies
These unaudited condensed consolidated interim accounts have been prepared in accordance with Hong
Kong Statement of Standard Accounting Practice “SSAP” 25 (revised) “Interim Financial Reporting” issued
by The Hong Kong Society of Accountants and Appendix 16 of The Rules governing the Listing of Securities
on The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited.
The accounting policies and methods of computation used in the preparation of these condensed interim
accounts are consistent with those used in and should be read in conjunction with the accountants’ report
as contained in Appendix I of the Company’s Prospectus dated 10th June 2003 (the “Prospectus”) except
for the Reorganisation referred to note 1(a) above which has been accounted for using acquisition accounting
by regarding the Company as being the holding company of the Group from the effective date of the
Reorganisation.
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พ৻ʗ༅ࢿ
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
ሻਕˤଉʥ
ذพೕʥҙ༅

ذพဳଉ৻ר

එ྆

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Ꮺพᔾ

794,740

9,716

804,456

ʗพᐜ

194,890

(855)

̰ʗؿνɃ

194,035

1,196
195,231

СࢠνɃ

4,951

ጪ༅ι̯

(20,217)

ʗЌพᐜ
ᐲᏪʔ̇
ͳઁԹྡྷ

(198)

92

(106)

(1,656)

—

(1,656)

ೢඖ

(60,226)

ʭᅕٖᚬऩ

(37,519)

ٖᎶЌึС

80,458

Έʗංಲࠇɣሻਕֶԯˢพ৻֡Ԟe
3

ᏪึС
ᏪึСɰ߮ɃʥκɎͶඖ͌i
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
߮Ƀi
ˮਕԯˢҙ༅νऩ

33,771

ԯˢҙ༅̰ؿᛰଊνऩ

3,248

ˮਕȹࡼɥʔ̇νऩ

1,908

κi
җᓿ

1,436
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BUSINESS SEGMENT INFORMATION
Six months ended 30th June 2003

Properties
development and
investment
RMB’000

Sales agency
and property
management
services
RMB’000

Group
RMB’000

Turnover

794,740

9,716

804,456

Segment results

194,890

(855)

Net unallocated income

194,035
1,196
195,231

Interest income
Finance costs
Share of results of
Associated companies
Jointly controlled entities
Taxation
Minority interests

4,951
(20,217)
(198)
(1,656)

Profit attributable to shareholders

92
—

(106)
(1,656)
(60,226)
(37,519)
80,458

There are no material sales or other transactions between the business segments.
3

OPERATING PROFIT
Operating profit is stated after crediting and charging the following:
For the
six months ended
30th June 2003
RMB’000
Crediting:
Profit on disposal of other investments
Unrealised gain from other investments
Profit on disposal of a subsidiary
Charging:
Depreciation

33,771
3,248
1,908

1,436
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ጪ༅ι̯
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Сࢠ
ႺϷ൘ಁ

39,028

ʄαʑ੪ᅕᑹؿԯˢ൘ಁ

13,524
52,552

ܛτАೕþೕɻذพʥΕۺɮೡؿ༅̯ʝټᔾ

(32,335)
20,217

5

ೢඖ
̯එ̯྆כ౨ංԎಲͨЄࠗಋᎶᇾೢึСcܨԎಲొՅͨЄࠗಋСೢๅௐe̯එ྆ܘԯᎶᇾೢึСᖔढ़ɻਝ
ֺೢeɻਝֺೢ࣓ܰኣɻਝޚᗐؒ܁ʥؒஃ့߮eሬֺ͂ೢଅݯ33%e
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
ɻਝֺೢ
̯ʔ̇ʥڃᙔʔ̇
̯౨

39,968

Ⴎ֝

19,751

ͳઁԹྡྷ
Ⴎ֝

507
60,226

࣓ኣȹȾȾʄαȹ˂ɀɊȼˀཕ̠ᅗϷؒஃࣂྡྷؿܪɠΔᄈࠤೢᅗϷஃցcϬȹȾȾ̒αȹ˂ȹˀᔝᜑɻਝ
ྊʑָΔଐذพଐֺ́ؿτνऩܘঢ়60%ୃؿ൬ೢଅᖔढ़ɠΔᄈࠤೢeͅכτᗐѫԎ̰߬ұ̯එ྆ᖔढ़ɠ
ΔᄈࠤೢcࣂcԑႏݯઅᏵೢ৻ዀ࿚ೕˮ߬ұᖔढ़ɠΔᄈࠤೢֲॶ˿ؿكɺɣcܨԎಲАˮɠΔᄈࠤೢᅆ
ௐeכɀཌྷཌྷɍαʄ˂cೕɁၤ̯එ͓྆߯ࠇୂԾᘪcኣϊcೕɁֻጻగԯɻ˳ܢˮਕ̯එ྆כɀཌྷཌྷɍ
α̒˂ɍɊˀֺܛτɾذพኒߎֺؿτᎶᖔढ़ɠΔᄈࠤೢላ̯එ྆e
6

ɻ౨ٖࢠ
̯כඑٖ྆࣊׃ؿɻল৻ࢠڌʗͶעi഼˝˿ԜʗึݢС̡ˋؿcɻ౨ٖࢠʥ̱౨ٖࢠੀʗПכҰαɊȹ˂
ʥʄ˂ʗݢcϤɻ౨ٖࢠЌͲαᐢٖࢠɍʗɾȹc ݢೕٖࢠؿҺցʥٖࢠټᔾੀͅԑႏޚؿݯᗐΐॖੱ
Һցe̯ͅכʔ̇כɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɊȾˀכᐲֺ͚˚ɐ̟c˟ݢܨʀHٖܛτɁͨؿЄɻ౨ٖࢠੀผ˞ɀཌྷ
ཌྷɍαʒ˂ɊȾˀϭɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀ౨ංٖؿᎶЌึС့߮eԑผႏݯϣᄬԷֺࣹࢠٖ˟ݢʥؿϷܧ
ι̯˞ʥHٖܛτɁᏵټࢠٖؿᔾ܃cΉHٖܛτɁݢೕ̯౨ංؿɻ౨ٖࢠԎɺଲԯСऩeΐϊcԑผɺ
ۺᘪݢೕ̯౨ංؿɻ౨ٖࢠe
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FINANCE COSTS
For the
six months ended
30th June 2003
RMB’000
Interest on
Bank loans
Other loans wholly repayable within five years

39,028
13,524
52,552

Amount capitalised in properties held for/under development
and construction in progress

(32,335)
20,217

5

TAXATION
No provision for Hong Kong profits tax has been made within the Group as the Group has no assessable profits
in Hong Kong for the period. PRC income tax is computed according to the relevant laws and regulations in the
PRC. The applicable income tax rate is 33%.
For the
six months ended
30th June 2003
RMB’000
PRC income tax
Company and subsidiaries
Current
Deferred
A jointly controlled entity
Deferred

39,968
19,751

507
60,226

Under the Provisional Regulations on Land Appreciation Tax (“LAT”) implemented upon the issuance of the
Provisional Regulations of the PRC on 27th January 1995, all gains arising from transfer of real estate property
in the PRC effective from 1st January 1994 are subject to LAT at progressive rates of up to 60%. No provision
for LAT had been made as the Group had not been required by the relevant authorities to pay LAT and the
directors consider that the Group is unlikely to receive demands from the tax authorities for payment of LAT. In
May 2003, the Reorganisation Agreement was entered into between the Initial Shareholders and the Group
whereby the Initial Shareholders undertake to indemnify the Group in respect of, inter alia, all LAT payable in
consequence of the disposal of the Group’s properties as at 30th April 2003.
6

INTERIM DIVIDEND
As described in the Financial Information section of the Prospectus: “Subject to the availability of distributable
profits, interim and final dividends will be paid in November and May of each year, respectively, with the interim
dividend representing approximately one third of the total dividends to be paid for the entire year.” The decision
to pay dividends and the amounts of any such dividends will be at the discretion of the Directors and will depend
upon various factors as the Directors may deem relevant. As the Company was listed on 19th June 2003,
the interim dividend to be paid to holders of H shares will be calculated based on the profit attributable to
shareholders from 19th June 2003 to 30th June 2003. The Directors proposed not to declare the interim dividend
after considering the relative administrative cost and the amount to be paid to the shareholders.
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ҰٖޔС
Ұٖਥ̯ޔС࣓ܰኣ̯එ྆࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂ٖؿᎶЌึСɁ̵ྫྷ80,458,000ʏ̯౨ංʑ
ɰೕϷٖͫɾ˱ᚬ̡яٖᅕ 1,134,030,939့ٖ߮e
̯ͅכʔ̯̇כ౨ංԎಲᅶΕᚫᑁٖͫcΐϊԎ̰еͶҰٖͲࠍᚫᑁޔСe

8

༅ֲ̯ʻˮ
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂౨ංc̯එ྆ؿ༅ֲ̯ʻˮݯɁ̵ྫྷ135,789,000ʏe

9

Ꮆνൗמሏಁ
ذพʥɰೕɠΔሻਕؿᎶνሏಁ࣓ܰኣൕሒԾցஃցૈؿಁ့eכɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀᎶνൗמሏಁؿሏ
ᙍʗΣɎi
כɀཌྷཌྷɍα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
ཌྷϭȾɊˀ

236,411

ȾɊȹˀϭȹϛɄɊˀ

174,954

ȹϛɄɊȹˀϭɍϛʒɊʄˀ

149,489

ȹϭԭα

18,560
579,414

10

Ꮆ˟ۺஉ
כɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀᎶ˟ۺؿஉι̯ʥԯ̚ඖ͌ޚᗐʻˮݯɁ̵ྫྷ907,745,000ʏeɐ߸ʻяɰ࣓ኣ̯එ
྆կາؿඖ͌ဟᚋਐֺೕˮؿඖ͌൬۹ంй߮ɃᎶ߮ඖ͌ʥԯ̚Ꮆ˟ಁඖeΐϊcԎಲеͶᎶ˟ൗמሏಁؿሏ
ᙍʗe

11

ٖ̯
Ұٖ
Ұٖ
Ɂ̵ྫྷ1ʏؿ
Ɂ̵ྫྷ1ʏؿ
ʑ༅ٖٖᅕ  ڈHٖ̔༅ٖٖᅕ

Ұٖ
Ɂ̵ྫྷ1ʏؿ
Hٖٖᅕ

Ұٖ
Ɂ̵ྫྷ1ʏؿ
ٖᅕ߮

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

ɰೕϷʥᖔӷٖ̯
ࠇୂ́ࢽˀ
ʑ༅ٖᔝʝݯHٖ
ͲଈೕϷٖͫ

742,001,700
(51,330,000)
—

357,998,300
—
—

—
51,330,000
513,300,000

1,100,000,000
—
513,300,000

1,100,000
513,300

כɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀ

690,671,700

357,998,300

564,630,000

1,613,300,000

1,613,300

̯ʔ̇כɀཌྷཌྷɀαɊɀ˂ʄˀι͓cٱೕϷ1,100,000,000ٖҰٖࠍࠤݯɁ̵ྫྷ1ʏٖͫؿcͅ742,001,700
ٖʑ༅ٖ357,998,300ڈHٖ̔༅ٖୂιcࠇୂכɀཌྷཌྷɍαȹ˂ȹˀѧιԎ́ࢽeכɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂c̯ʔ̇
ΉͲଈೕϷҰٖࠍࠤɁ̵ྫྷ1ʏؿณHٖ513,300,000ٖcɰೕϷʥᖔӷٖ̯ᄈ˱ϭɁ̵ྫྷ1,613,300,000ʏe̊̔c
ʗʑ༅ٖٖࣂੀԯܛτؿ51,330,000ٖؿʑ༅ٖᔝʝݯHٖԎˮਕʔଠe
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EARNINGS PER SHARE
The calculation of basic earnings per share is based on the Group’s profit attributable to shareholders of
RMB80,458,000 for the six months ended 30th June 2003 and the weighted average number of 1,134,030,939
shares in issue during the period.
Diluted earnings per share is not presented as the Company has no dilutive potential shares.

8

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
For the six months ended 30th June 2003, the Group incurred RMB135,789,000 on fixed assets.

9

TRADE RECEIVABLES
Receivables in respect of sale of properties are settled in accordance with the terms stipulated in the sale and
purchase agreements. The ageing analysis of trade receivables as at 30th June 2003 is as follows:
As at
30th June 2003
RMB’000
Within 90 days

236,411

91 to 180 days

174,954

181 to 365 days

149,489

1 year to 2 years

18,560
579,414

10

CONSTRUCTION PAYABLES
Construction costs and other project-related expenses payable amounted to RMB907,745,000 at 30th June
2003. They have been included in accruals and other payables based on project progress reports issued by
project supervisory consultants appointed by the Group. Therefore, no ageing analysis for trade payables is
presented.

11

SHARE CAPITAL
Number of
domestic
shares of
RMB1 each
Issued and fully paid:
Upon the Reorganisation
Domestic share converted to H shares
Allotted and issued pursuant to
global offering
As at 30th June 2003

Number of
non-H foreign
shares of
RMB1 each

Number of
H shares of
RMB1 each

Total number
of shares of
RMB1 each

RMB’000

357,998,300
—

—
51,330,000

1,100,000,000
—

1,100,000
—

—

—

513,300,000

513,300,000

513,300

690,671,700

357,998,300

564,630,000

1,613,300,000

1,613,300

742,001,700
(51,330,000)

The Company was incorporated in the PRC on 5th December 2002 with the Reorganisation completed and
effective on 1st January 2003 by the issue of 1,100,000,000 shares of RMB1 each to the Initial Shareholders,
including 742,001,700 domestic shares and 357,998,300 non-H foreign shares. In June 2003, the issued and
fully paid capital of the Company was increased to RMB1,613,300,000 by the issuance of an additional
513,300,000 H shares of RMB1.00 pursuant to the global offering. In addition, a total number of 51,330,000
domestic shares in issue owned by certain Initial Shareholders were converted into H shares and sold to the
public.
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ௐ
༅̯ʔዶ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

ړजޔС
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

߮
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Ͳଈೕਕึძ

390,926

—

390,926

ೕϷ͂

(78,309)

—

(78,309)

ٖᎶЌึС
כɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀ

—

80,458

80,458

312,617

80,458

393,075

̯ʔ̇Ӏτ̯౨૱ޔСɻొՅؒցޔʔዶؒցʔऩټe̯ʔ̇ੀผ࣓ኣʔ̇ೡΕα֛൬ϷొՅe
13

ٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁ
כɀཌྷཌྷɍα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
כʄαʑ੪ᅕᑹؿႺϷ൘ಁ
bτא

150,000

bಲא

870,000
1,020,000

כɎͶ౨ංԷ౨ؿႺϷ൘ಁi
b ȹαʑ

370,000

bԭϭʄα

650,000
1,020,000

ಕi߲৽ݚඦؿЩ౨ʗ

(370,000)
650,000

̯ʔ̰̇ؿאႺϷ൘ಁᔾɻ˳фࠖඑ྆ొԜኪؿړႺϷ൘ಁɁ̵ྫྷ500,000,000ʏe
14

Ꮆ˟ٖࢠ
ܘ๑লܧכɀཌྷཌྷɀαȼ˂ɀɊȼˀཕЗͬؿพʔ̇Թҝۺτᗐਝτ༅̯ဳଉၤল৻୮ଉؿᅗϷஃցলͬ
[2002]313໔cͅਝτ༅ଐിЅਥๅˀϭࠇୂਝτͬพι͓ˀ౨ᆢႏึؿСcঽΑਝτೕɁeΐϊc̯ʔ
̇ੀΉೕɁʻ˟ݯᅕ༠Ɂ̵ྫྷ204,733,000ʏؿऋПٖࢠޚ̯כඑ྆ܘിЅࠤۺሏԎ࣓ኣɻਝౝ༧ઔढ़ผ
߮ࡈؿ့߮ڬɀཌྷཌྷɀαȹ˂ȹˀϭɀཌྷཌྷɀαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ˅౨ංึؿСe࣓ኣࠇୂԾցcऋПٖࢠੀכ
ɀཌྷཌྷ̒αɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ܃ɷ˟ݢcϤԑτᚬੱᔤցɐ߸ऋПٖࢠྡྷؿݢೕˀ౨e
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RESERVES
Capital
surplus
RMB’000

Retained
profits
RMB’000

Total
RMB’000

Issue of shares pursuant to global offering
Share issue expense
Profit attributable to shareholders

390,926
(78,309)
—

—
—
80,458

390,926
(78,309)
80,458

As at 30th June 2003

312,617

80,458

393,075

No transfer has been made to statutory surplus reserve and statutory public welfare fund from profit for the
period. These transfers shall be made at the end of the year in accordance with the articles of association of the
Company.
13

LONG TERM BANK LOANS
As at
30th June 2003
RMB’000
Bank loans, wholly repayable within five years
Secured
Unsecured

150,000
870,000
1,020,000

The maturity of the bank loans are as follows:
Within one year
Between two and five years

Less: Current portion included in current liabilities

370,000
650,000
1,020,000
(370,000)
650,000

Included in the unsecured bank loans were RMB500,000,000 loans guaranteed by Capital Group.
14

DIVIDEND PAYABLE
In accordance with “Provisional regulations concerning the management of state capital and certain accounting
treatment for enterprises restructuring into companies” issued by the Ministry of Finance as Cai Qi [2002]
No.313 on 27th July 2002, profit recognised from the date of valuation of state assets to the date of incorporation
of a reorganised state-owned enterprise should be returned to the state-owned Initial Shareholders. Accordingly,
a special dividend amounting to RMB204,733,000, representing the profit of the Group under PRC Generally
Accepted Accounting Principals from 1st January 2002 to 31st December 2002 after taking into account the
valuation of state assets will be payable to the Initial Shareholders. Based on the Reorganisation Agreement,
the special dividend will not be paid prior to 31st December 2004 and the Directors shall have the absolute
discretion to determine the actual distribution date of such special dividend.
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ֻኪ
(a)

༅̯ʻˮֻኪ
כɀཌྷཌྷɍα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
ɰ߯Ў̰ᅆௐ
כΕۺҙ༅ذพৈ֙ذพؿҙ༅
b

̯එ྆

369,685

b

ͳઁԹྡྷ

206,897

ઁͳכԹྡྷؿҙ༅

79,300
655,882

(b)

ɠΔʥೕɻذพؿೕιֻ̯ؿኪ
ɀཌྷཌྷɍα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
ɰғЎ̰߯ x ̯එ྆

122,967

ɰ߯Ў̰ᅆௐ
b̯එ྆

616,530

bͳઁԹྡྷ

311,205
1,050,702

16

ֶಳ߲ඦ
(a)

̯එ྆ɰగߗɳذพ௰ϽᑪൕʿΪખႺϷጪ༅cԎྦྷ೩ᑪൕʿؿᑹಁஐͨొԜኪړeכɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂
ɍɊˀc̰ؿኪټړᔾݯɁ̵ྫྷ749,184,000ʏeɐ߸ኪړੀכɎͶੱؗɎୄ˅i(i)ೕˮָΔଐֺτᚬ
ᖬ܃cϤָΔଐֺτᚬᖬȹঁผΕ̯එ྆ੀτᗐذพֺؿτᚬଫ͚ൕࡼ܃ʒ˂ϭԭαʑೕˮh(ii)ѧιܘ
్ഽ˫܃hʥ(iii)ೕˮτᗐذพָؿΔଐᔵඖᚬСᖬ܃e

(b)

כɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯එ྆ߗɳڃᙔʔ̇ɰొԜߗɳೕɻذพؿʗ˳ֻۺਆؿႺϷጪ༅ؿኪړe
ɐ߸ኪړੀכɀཌྷཌྷɍαȾ˂։e࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀֺኪړԎɰ৽͂ؿႺϷጪ༅ݯɁ̵ྫྷ
60,000,000ʏe೩ʗ˳ֻۺਆؿᗐᐲʔ̇ɰΉ̯එ྆ڃᙔʔ̇ొԜላړᖬe
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COMMITMENTS
(a)

Capital commitments
As at
30th June 2003
RMB’000
Contracted but not provided for
Investment and hotel properties under construction
The Group
Jointly controlled entities
Investment in jointly controlled entities

369,685
206,897
79,300
655,882

(b)

Capital commitments in respect of development costs attributable to land and properties under
developments for sales:
As at
30th June 2003
RMB’000
Authorised but not contracted for - the Group
Contracted but not provided for
The Group
Jointly controlled entities

122,967
616,530
311,205
1,050,702

16

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
(a)

The Group has arranged bank financing for certain purchasers of property units and provided guarantees to
secure obligations of such purchasers for repayments. The outstanding guarantees amounted to
RMB749,184,000 as at 30th June 2003. Such guarantees terminate upon (i) the issuance of the real estate
ownership certificate which will generally be available within six months to two years after the Group
deliver possession of the relevant property to its purchasers; (ii) the completion of the mortgage registration
and (iii) the issuance of the real estate miscellaneous right certificate relating to the relevant property.

(b)

As at 30th June 2003, certain subsidiaries of the Group have extended guarantees for banking facilities of
certain subcontractors of properties under development. Such guarantees will expire in September 2003.
The banking facilities guaranteed and utilised as at 30th June 2003 amounted to RMB60,000,000. Related
companies of the subcontractors have provided indemnities to the subsidiaries.
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ᗐᐲɁɡ͚מ
(a)

̯එ྆Ε̳พ৻ᆲʑ൬Ϸɾࠇ߬ᗐᐲɁɡ͚מล߬ΣɎi
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍα

ڃഽ

ֲ͚מሔ

ʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
ೕɁ

(i)

Сࢠʻˮ

(14,409)

Ꮺʔ̇

(ii)

СࢠνɃ

3,431

˵ԕټ၉ສพҙ༅ᚋਐτࠉʔ̇

(iii)

Џټ

(3,291)

ڃഽi

(b)

(i)

Сࢠʻˮ࣓ܰኣᎶ˟ೕɁߗؿɳಁඖ့߮e

(ii)

СࢠνɃ࣓ܰኣᎶν̯එ྆Ꮺʔ̇ߗؿɳಁඖ့߮e

(iii)

Ꮆ˟ᐲᏪʔ̇˵ԕټ၉ສพҙ༅ᚋਐτࠉʔ̇ؿЏذܘܰټพਕძؿ1.5%ϭ1.9%့߮e

ೕɁၤ̯එ͓྆߯ȹඖೢ৻ላړᖬۖኣcኣϊcೕɁֻጻగԯɻ˳ܢˮਕ̯එ྆ذพଐ́ߗؿɳ
Ꮆ˟ɠΔᄈࠤೢΉ̯එ྆Аˮላڃഽ5e

(c)

כɀཌྷཌྷɍαɀ˂Ɋˀc̯ʔ̇ၤೕɁࠖඑ͓྆߯ȹඖ൘ಁΪખe࣓ኣ൘ಁΪખcࠖඑ྆ΉɠΔဳ
ଉѫʻ˟Ɂ̵ྫྷ1,439,000,000ʏcЩ̯ʔ̇గτᗐذพᎶʻ˟ɠΔဳଉѫؿɠΔˮᜑټeԯ܃cɠΔဳଉ
ѫ˞Έτᗐඖ͌ʔ̇ؿΊီగτᗐذพೕˮٽ౨ɠΔԚ͂ᚬᖬe࣓ኣ൘ಁΪખc൘ಁɁ̵ྫྷ300,000,000ʏ
ɰכɀཌྷཌྷɍα۹ʻ˟ʀࠖඑ྆Ԏၤ̯ʔ̇Ꮆ˟ࠖඑ྆ಁඖྦྷሻe࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀᎶ˟
ࠖඑ྆ؿಁඖ૱ᔾݯɁ̵ྫྷ1,115,112,000ʏe೫൘ಁʗ౨ᑹc܃ȹ౨ݯɀཌྷཌྷʒαȾ˂ɍɊˀc
Ϥ̋τࠖ౨̯ټټᔾɁ̵ྫྷ300,000,000ʏ˟СࢠcСଅޚכɁ̵ႺϷɺࣂʔЗؿСଅcϤɁ̵ႺϷ͌
کʔЗؿСଅܰ5.31e

(d)

̯ʔ̇ؿȹࡼӡڃᙔʔ̇כȹඖ͌ɻˤ̯ʔ̇ଐ́ߗɳೕࢄʥۺዾι̯cכɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀτ
ᗐಁඖݯɁ̵ྫྷ46,133,000ʏeӡڃᙔʔ̇෮ˤ̯ʔ̇Ήɻਝτᗐ֚ܧዀ࿚Յඖ͌ؿȹʘֺ
ғʼʥᖬ࣊೩cϤ̯ʔ̇τᚬԔτඖ͌ึؿСdΑంʥኟτֺτ༅ଐe

(e)

ߗɳೕɁΕ̯එ྆Ɂ̵ྫྷ500,000,000ʏٽؿ౨൘ಁɁ̵ྫྷ40,000,000ʏؿ౨ࠥಁɻొԜኪړeܺೕ
ɁΕ̯ʔ̇ɾᏪʔ̇Ɂ̵ྫྷ130,000,000ʏؿ౨൘ಁɻొԜኪړeܺೕɁ̯ݯʔ̇ɾᏪʔ̇ొԜ
կপ൘ಁɁ̵ྫྷ433,000,000ʏe

(f)

̯ʔ̯̇ݯʔ̇ɾᏪʔ̇Ɂ̵ྫྷ250,000,000ʏؿ౨൘ಁɁ̵ྫྷ360,000,000ʏٽؿ౨൘ಁɻొԜኪ
ړe

(g)

̯ʔ̇ɾȹڃᙔʔ̇כɀཌྷཌྷɍαੀֺܛτؿᄤϹඈ්ָཽͮΔଐ၃ೕτࠉʔ̇60%ٖؿᚬᔝᜑܺ
ȹೕɁcٖᚬሏࠍძࠤݯɁ̵ྫྷ35,092,000ʏcᔝᜑძࣟݯɁ̵ྫྷ37,000,000ʏe
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RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
(a)

The following related party transactions were carried out in the normal course of business of the Company:

Note

Initial Shareholders
Jointly controlled entities
Beijing GoldenNet Property Investment
Consultant Company Limited

Nature of
transaction

(i)
(ii)

Interest expenses
Interest income

(iii)

Commission fee

For the
six months ended
30th June 2003
RMB’000
(14,409)
3,431
(3,291)

Notes:
(i)

Interest expenses are charged based on certain amounts due to Initial Shareholders.

(ii)

Interest income is charged based on certain amounts due from jointly controlled entities.

(iii)

The commission fees payable to the associated company, Beijing GoldenNet Property Investment
Consultant Company Limited, are charged ranging from 1.5% to 1.9% based on property sales price.

(b)

A deed of tax indemnity was entered into between the Initial Shareholders and the Group whereby the
Initial Shareholders undertakes to indemnify the Group in respect of, inter alia, certain LAT payable in
consequence of the disposal of the Group’s properties (Note 5).

(c)

On 10th February 2003, the Company entered into a loan arrangement with the Capital Group. Under the
loan arrangement, the Capital Group paid RMB1,439,000,000 to the Land Bureau, being land premium for
the relevant properties payable by the Company to the Land Bureau. In return, the Land Bureau issued
long-term land use rights certificates for the relevant properties under the names of their corresponding
project companies. Pursuant to the loan agreement, RMB300,000,000 of the loan has been set off against
the amount due to the Company advanced to the Capital Group in 2003, and the new amount payable to
the Capital Group shall be RMB1,115,112,000 as at 30th June 2003. The loan is repayable by installments
up to 30th September 2006 and interest shall only apply on the first principal payment portion of
RMB300,000,000 at a rate equal to the interest rate promulgated by the PBOC from time to time, which is
currently at the rate of 5.31%.

(d)

A fellow subsidiary of the Company has incurred certain development and construction costs of a project
on behalf of the Company which amounted to RMB46,133,000. The fellow subsidiary agreed to act on
behalf of the Company to obtain all necessary approval and certificates, etc. in relation to the project from
the relevant PRC Government authorities while the Company has the right to enjoy the profits, returns and
all assets of the project.

(e)

Certain of the Initial Shareholders have extended guarantee on long term bank loans of RMB500,000,000
and short term bank loans of RMB40,000,000 for the Group, and short term bank loans of RMB130,000,000
for jointly controlled entities of the Company and an Initial Shareholder has provided a trust loan of
RMB433,000,000 to a jointly controlled entity of the Company.

(f)

The Company guaranteed a long term bank loans of RMB360,000,000 and short term bank loan of
RMB250,000,000 for the jointly controlled entities.

(g)

A subsidiary of the Company has sold 60% share of Guangxi Sunshine Jiayuan Real Estate Comprehensive
Development Company Limited to an Initial Shareholder of the Company in 2003 at a consideration of
RMB37,000,000 with the net carrying value at RMB35,092,000.

38
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̰˱ڃᄗ࣏ল৻༅ࢿ
еంਥๅ
כɻ౨ంй24ࠒɾᓯעሏ͌ڃഽ1ֺ߸ɾࠇୂכɀཌྷཌྷɍαȹ˂ȹˀѧιcԎઔ͂νᑪؒΕ̯ʔ̇ሏ͌ɻ
ʦܮcϬ́ࢽˀ̯ʔ̇ЩА̯ݯඑ྆ɾઁٖʔ̇cܨᓯע၃ሏඖɻԎಲˈ༖ᅕΥeݯʿ̯ڏඑ྆ၤ
̯ʔ̇Εɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂Ɋˀɾٖ࣊׃ɾผ߮ంйɾޚਥๅɎˈ༖พᐜcϊංеͶɾ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɀα
ʒˀɍɊˀʥɀཌྷཌྷɍαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅౨ʑɾᓯע၃ฌऩሏȽ഼̯౨ɾඑܼ྆࿚ΦΕכеͶ౨ʑe
̰ᄗ࣏
࿀ϭʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
ɀཌྷཌྷɍα
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ꮺพᔾ
ሻਕι̯

ɀཌྷཌྷɀα
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

804,456
(606,004)

1,331,228
(1,047,436)

ˉС
ԯˢνɃ
ሻਕʥϷܧʻˮ
ԯˢᏪʻˮ

198,452
45,493
(41,739)
(2,024)

283,792
18,774
(33,954)
(3,309)

ᏪึС
ጪ༅ι̯
ʗЌพᐜ
bᐲᏪʔ̇
bͳઁԹྡྷ

200,182
(20,217)

265,303
(13,443)

(106)
(1,656)

(985)
(2,605)

ೢึکС
ೢඖ

178,203
(60,226)

248,270
(86,407)

ೢึ܃С
ʭᅕٖᚬऩ

117,977
(37,519)

161,863
(31,894)

ٖᎶЌึС

80,458

129,969
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SUPPLEMENTARY UNAUDITED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Basis of presentation
The Reorganisation as detailed in note 1 to the interim condensed accounts on page 25 to the interim
report was completed on 1st January 2003 and has been accounted for using acquisition accounting by
regarding the Company as being the holding company of the Group from the effective date of the
Reorganisation and accordingly no comparative figures are presented on the condensed interim accounts.
To facilitate comparison of the results of the Group on a basis same as that adopted in the accountants’
report to the prospectus of the Company dated 10th June 2003, the pro forma combined profit and loss
accounts for the periods ended 30th June 2003 and 30th June 2002 were presented here as if the current
group structure had been in existence throughout the periods presented.
Unaudited
for the six months
ended 30th June
2003
RMB’000

2002
RMB’000

804,456
(606,003)

1,331,228
(1,047,436)

Gross profit
Other income
Selling and administrative expenses
Other operating expenses

198,452
45,493
(41,739)
(2,024)

283,792
18,774
(33,954)
(3,309)

Operating profit
Finance costs
Share of results of
Associated companies
Jointly controlled entities

200,182
(20,217)

265,303
(13,443)

(106)
(1,656)

(985)
(2,605)

Profit before taxation
Taxation

178,203
(60,226)

248,270
(86,407)

Profit after taxation
Minority interests

117,977
(37,519)

161,863
(31,894)

80,458

129,969

Turnover
Cost of sales

Profit attributable to shareholders

ʔ̇༅ࢿ

CORPORATE INFORMATION

ԑ

DIRECTORS

ਨϷԑ
ჳኮͮͱ́ԑٽ
ࡌ߶ͱ́ᐢസ
Єͮͱ́৹ᐢസ
ᅾҸͱ́৹ᐢസ
˔̳⋳ͱ́৹ᐢസ

Executive Directors
Mr. Liu Xiaoguang (Chairman)
Mr. Tang Jun (President)
Mr. He Guang (Vice-President)
Mr. Pan Pei (Vice-President)
Mr. Wang Zhengbin (Vice-President)

ڈਨϷԑ
˔ಾͱ́*
χણɤɡ

Non-executive Directors
Mr. Wang Qi*
Ms. Zhu Min

ዟ͓ڈਨϷԑ
дิዢͱ́*
ㅽઢιͱ́*
݀́ͱ̵ۺ

Independent non-executive Directors
Mr. Peter Yuk Lun Eng*
Mr. Kwong Kai Sing, Benny*
Mr. Ke Jianmin

*bᄗ࣏կࡗผιࡗ

*

ဟԑ

SUPERVISORS

́ͱۺןڠ
ᕍ́ͱ̡ۺ

Mr. Yu Changjian
Mr. Wei Jianping

ዟ͓ဟԑ

Independent Supervisors

࢘́ͱ̤ۺ
ฦፃቧͱ́

Mr. Xu Jianhong
Mr. Yang Yulu

ʔ̇ो࣊

COMPANY SECRETARY

ஹ။ജɤɡ

Ms. Chan Yee Wah, Eva

ᚬˤٲ

AUTHORISED REPRESENTATIVES

Єͮͱ́
ஹ။ജɤɡ

Mr. He Guang
Ms. Chan Yee Wah, Eva

ഽ˫ፒԑ୮

REGISTERED OFFICE

ɻਝ˵ԕ
ᕤܹਂಙͮɩਂ33໔
ߠ8໔ᅢ

Building No. 8, Meiyuan
33 Huguang Area
Huairou District
Beijing
PRC

၉э

WEBSITE

http://www.bjcapitalland.com

http://www.bjcapitalland.com
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AUDITORS

ᖓМ̷ڻ༞ผ߮ԑ৻ֺ

PricewaterhouseCoopers

ؒ܁ᚋਐ

LEGAL ADVISERS

ࠗಋؒ܁ᚋਐi
ۢቭң܁Ϸ

As to Hong Kong law:
Iu, Lai & Li

ɻਝؒ܁ᚋਐi
˵ԕ̟ᘏʨʔ܁ԑ৻ֺ

As to PRC law:
Jingtian & Gongcheng

˚߬֡ԞႺϷ

PRINCIPAL BANKERS

ࠗಋɐࣵමᔔႺϷτࠉʔ̇
ɻਝۺஉႺϷ˵ԕʗϷ
ɻྡྷڌพႺϷ
૯ΓೕࢄႺϷ

The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited
China Construction Bank, Beijing Branch
CITIC Industrial Bank
Shenzhen Development Bank

ٖͫ༦ʸত୮

SHARE REGISTRAR

ࠗಋɻ̕ᖬԴতτࠉʔ̇
ࠗಋޒɣ༞183໔
ɻʶ17ᅢ
1712-1716۩

Computershare Hong Kong Investor Services Limited
Rooms 1712-1716, 17th Floor,
Hopewell Centre
183 Queen's Road East
Hong Kong

Members of the Audit Committee

